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dissertation will outline an object-oriented model from which a next-

generation GIS can be derived. The requirements for a spatial information
modeling system can be broken into three

prim따y

뻐alysis

and

functional classes: data management

(data classification and access) , analysis (modeling, optimization, and simulation) and
visualization (display of data).
prim따y

These three functional classes can be considered as the

colors of the spectrum from which the different shades of spatial analysis are
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three prim따y functions as req띠red by the user and the data.
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CHAPTERI
OVERV 正W

AND INTRODUCTION

OVERV 正W

The primary problems this dissertation will address are 1) that the current
generation GIS , which is based on relational data models, does not provide optimal
problem abstraction to a system in that it does not adequately address the needs of
analysts with respect to three spatial dimensions and time (four-dimensional data) , and 2)
is not designed to take advantage -of the corning shift from

sequenti 때

computers to

computer architectures based on massive parallelism.
The dissertation will outline a model for and demonstrate the applications and

advantages of a next generation

spati려

information

an외ysis

system. The first

p하t

ofthe

thesis will provide an overview of the system and will discuss the concept and its rationale
in greater detail. The second
explain a data structure for

paπ

will introduce the object-oriented paradigm and

spati외 an허ysis

w피

in great detail. The thesis will suggest that

these object-oriented data structures will give the system tremendous power of abstraction
for the analyst [Zhe93]. The supporting data structures provide a foundation for a

10밍cal

data model.
The third section will explore

par와lelism

and will illustrate why it is so important

to future systems. Neural network algorithms, algorithms from computational geometry
and operations research will receive
can be combined to form

an외ysis

individual problem solutions.

sped외

attention.

Algorithms

당om

these disciplines

objects which can be linked together in support of

2
Later sections

띠p. prese따

an approach to modeling

spati외

relationships

피

four

dimensions. The model presented is developed from the foundation introduced in the
second section. Vi sualization of spati외 data in time will be addressed and a
introduced. Additionally, a spatial analysis problem
generation model and offer a solution

te따lique

w퍼

methodolo많

be developed using a next

based on the application of relevant

algorithms. The problem which will be developed w피 be an optimal vehicle routing on a
topologically dynamic network.

INTRODUCTION

Now that GIS has become

rela디vely

mature as a methodology for dealing with

spatial dat a, many large data sets have become available for mapping many possible
surface entities. There are parcel basemaps, TIGER files,
Di휠tal

Elevation Models

φEM)， Di밍tal

Terrain Models

Di벌tal

Line Graphs (DLG),

φTM)，

utility basemaps and

thematic maps of 외I sorts. Large data sets and complicated
current generation of GIS to its

파nits.

This tremendous

exciting, but the 띠
cu
따따rrent generation 야
0 fGI펴
S
야ro
p
야
cess

this

plet야
tho
아
떠'a
r

ofdata

[G하1얘
88
히]:

뻐
i s fa
떠메
l피Ii파
in핑
g

an외yses

availab피ty

are pushing the

of

spati머

data is

short 피
itni떠
t엽sa
뼈
비피
b
ility to both manage and

The current generation

fa
와매lIs

short in the

때
abκ
피lty

to

perform operations on large spatial data sets and to provide adequate visualization of the
tempor외

component.

These failings are primarily due to the fact that the current

generation of GIS is based on twenty-year old technology.
As the current 'toolset becomes ever more dated, more universities are

off농nng

GIS-related degrees , which has resulted in a new generation of more sophisticated spatial
analysts. This new generation of analysts will require more

an외ytic

power from future

systems. People tend to solve problems in terms of the toolset with which they are
familiar. Given an expanded toolset, analysts will be able to
terms of these new

capab파ties.

conceptu외ize

problems in

Thus, the demand for analytic power will push system

designers to provide even more advanced analytic capabilities. An d so the cycle goes.
Although any GIS ’ ability to handle

by the throughput
e찌sts

capaci양

I따ge

data sets is constrained to some degree

of its host hardware’s storage

de찌ce，

an inherent constraint

due to the relational data model underlying today' s systems. The relational model

forces cumbersome two-into-one table join

oper따ions

on the

an외yst

whenever he or she

4
performs an analysis that results in a new layer or map.

S피피arly，

relational models have

been unable to adequately address the temporal component of spati외 m 때y manner other
than "snapshots", which are typically stored as tables of geometry for

diff농rent

slices of

time. The relational models are unable to deal with time as a continuous functio n, only as
discrete instances.

This approach has proved to be inefficient

당om

both storage and

analytic perspe야ives.
In addition to the standard

generation of systems such as

spatial-an외ytic funαionality

spati외

offered by the current

overlay, intersection and proximity analysis, new

systems will need to be able to address several new classes of problems related to
visualizatio n, image processing, and combinatorial optimization posed by increased
attention to four-dimensional dat a, due to both the increasing availability of such data and
an increased

an외ytic

acumen of new graduate analysts.

The proper visualization of data containing a strong tempor떠 component requires
animation. The current generation of single processor computers is presently incapable of
animating anything more than the most simple of data sets in real time. Image processing
techniques frequently utilize complicated algorithms for improving the image

qu때ty

of a

single image. When many frames of images are involved, as in the animation of images of
a

spati외

entity over time, current single processor systems are simply too slow. Parallel

computing platforms provide tremendous

computation외 potenti려

over single-processor-

based platforms.
Pattern
network-based

reco명ition 피

an외ytic

remotely-sensed data can benefit from

artifici외

techniques made available by parallel computers.

optimization problems that require heuristics to return a close approximation to
optima because of the performance constraints of

sin밍e

neural
Many
링obal

processor computers can be

replaced by exhaustive search algorithms run on parallel processors in short periods of
time which return exact solutions.

5
Appropriate techniques for dealing with new problem classes must also be
available to the analyst.
하tificial

An alytic techniques based on computational geometry and

neural networks will play an ever increasingly important role in the processing

and analysis of spatial data. These techniques will both benefit and rely upon the objeetoriented paradigm

때d

parallel computer architectures for easing problem abstraction and

providing the level of pe빼nna
obje따/par머leI

approach to system design is an alternative to the relation al/sequential

model used by the current generation of systems.
The relational model'is constrained by the inability to adequately model time in
relational databases and sequentially programmed applications are limited by the clock
speed of the

sin밍e

processor. The object/parallel approach has the potenti외 to overcome

these two vital shortcoril.ings of th e- relational/sequential model, on which the current
generation is based.

The Current Generation
Up to now, most ofthe effort in GIS has been directed toward loading the systems
with data (storage) and

displ때ng

that infonnation accordingly (retrieval). The power of

this infonnation comes with our ability to ut피ze it, or more

specific외ly，

to analyze it. The

current generation of GIS has evolved from a display-oriented set of development criteri a,
namely thematic mapping.
Thean허ysis

tools that are available in the current generation of GIS have been

added on to the map-oriented systems almost as an afterthought, so as to make the
systems a little more
states, "... the

di밍tal

us~ful

to moderately sophisticated

an외ysts.

As Oliver [Oli90]

mapping era of GIS is being transcended by the demand for more

specific and advanced fO nTIS of geographical

an외ysis.

The next advance must be the

incorporation of suitable analytic외 procedures that can be linked with the existing facilities

6
to display data".

The Next Generation
In order to get ,the most from our dat a, the next generation GIS must

be

developed on an analysis-oriented basis. Just as the new method of teaching mathematics
employs the use of calculators and small computers to perform the rote tasks of
arithmetic, algebra and even

c외culus，

so that students may concentrate on the formulation

and abstraction of problems, students of geography, urban studies and other related
discip파les

will use GIS for fundamental information gathering and display, and then be

able to concentrate on problem abstraction and analytic methodology. As our abilities to
analyze become more sophisticated, so will the need for more sophisticated geographic
information (spati떠)an외y잉s sy양ems [Ope88], [Arm90-1].
πlese

systems will be hi방tly integrated [Ch092] and have a set of primitives in the

forms of data structures and algorithms which will be used to construct models for
perfom파19 spa잉alan려ysis [G하188.].

They will

t와ce

advantage of the latest trends in

software design and computer architecture in the forms of object-orientation (0-0) and
distributed processing (parallelism). They will be knowledge- or rule-based "expert"
systems to some degree. They will be capable offour-dimensional analysis (3-D Euclidean
space plus time) [Haz90]. Such will be the foundation upon which applications will be
built that can effectively modellarge and fine-grained problems rooted in any :field ut피깅ng
spa:꾀al

analysis [00091].

The Startin g: Point
πle

current generation of GIS is just barely be휠nning to venture into the arenas of

o비 eα-oriented data

structures and

p하려1리

computer architectures. Examples of these

applications are the Intergraph’s TIGRIS and Computervision’s System 9 which utilizes an

7
object-oriented data structure for the

spati외

data model coupled with the Empress

RDBMS , and the ARC/OracleI.KIVAlSequent/Sun link, where the attribute data stored in
the Oracle relational database is passed to a Sequent parallel processing computer for
operations generated from database queries.!
Both of the aforementioned systems are traditional GIS ,

off농ring

the standard

fun따ionality.

The latter example does not ut퍼ze the parallel processor for any of the

spati려-an따，ytic

functions of ARC/INFO - these are still sequentially processed on the Sun

Sparcstation as are all the screen graphics

oper와ions.

The forme r' s object-oriented sp따ial

data model is mitigated by its mapping to a relational data storage paradigm.
The use of a PC-based transputer net has been suggested
applied to the shortest paths problem [D in92].

따'ea90] 때d

recently

Whil e there have been many recent

additions to the computer science literature on parallel shortest path algorithms, the work
by Ding, et.외. [D in92] is the first to appear in the GIS literature. While

tr.없lsputers

are

inherently capacitated by PC-based operating systems, this work is encouraging.
Another issue which is currently a hot topic in the literature but has not adequately

been represented

피

the marketplace is the issue of time in

spati 려

analysis [p ri89] and

[L an89]. The new generation of systems will need to include data structures which can
adequately handle spatio-temporal data within the kernel data structure [p ig92] , [Smi92]
and [Wor9 2]. The thesis developed here will provide a methodology for implementing
spatio-temporality in future systems.
This next generation of spati떠 analysis systems will need to be designed from a
fresh slate, as opposed to
fundamental architecture.

han!킥ng

more bells and whistles onto the current generation’s

The next generation of analysis tools need to be designed

around two primary objectives: 1) the analyst must be able to abstract a problem in "real
1 Silicon Graphics Corp. has a SIMD-based image processing system available, but
does not currently off늄r a parallel GIS.
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world" terms and 2) solve the problem in "re외 world" time [B ru92]. This notion of "ease
of abstraction" is par따nount to the approach presented here.
Two new architectures must be utilized to implement these objectives. On the
hardware side, a parallel architecture will be required to provide the

necess하y

rapid

processing needed for large data sets and CPU-intensive processes. On the software side,
the object-oriented paradigm of software and database design will be used to pro끼de
better support for problem abstraction, the system1s code development and user interface.
A great deal of parallel-based software design (and re-design) is certainly
necess하y

as well, in that our current set of algorithms in

spati외

analysis are sequential by

nature, so they must be "parallelized" in order to function properly in a distributed
environment. New algorithms will need to be designed from scratch in many cases. There
is currently much

a따i찌ty

in this area

따op92]，

[Din92], etc. The utilization of par외leI

computing architectures also permits 하tificial neural network algorithms to be easily
applied to spatial-analytic problems. It seems appropriate to label this Object-oriented,
Parallel-based Spatio-Temporal An alysis and Modeling System "0PSTAMS" , and this will
be the acronym used for this future system henceforth.

GENERAL REQUIRE~표IDS - PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES

As stated above, the next generation systems must

respect to problem space.

0:많r

ease of abstraction with

They must offer the ability to visualize data in the three

dimensions of space, and time. They must offer this functionality in a timely manner. As
data sets become larger and
cr:디파
itica
외I

factor in the

su
따ppOI
야r돼

뻐alysis

ef많
fic
띠
ac
양
y

becomes more complicated, 야
p erfc
빼
orm
m~때
까
mc
않
e becomes a

of analysis

sys앙terns.

The methodology presented here

these objectives.

The objective of this dissertation is to present a new model that 1) eliminates the
constraints

뻐posed

by the relational·model through the application of object orientation

and 2) is viable with respect to the new par외lei

archite따ures

of computer hardware.

The success of an implementation of these concepts can be measured against
current generation by 1) the ability of the system to model temporal dat a, 2) the ability of
the system to analyze and manipulate large data sets with a minimum of operational steps
(e뻐삐ate

multiple relational join operations), and 3) the ability of the system to operate

on a parallel computing platform.

As sumntions

The underlying assumptions to the OPSTAMS approach are that the current
generation of system design is growing inadequate and the approach presented

hεre

IS

currently implementible. Although expensive, hardware does exist that would allow a
system designed around the OPSTAMS model to execute. Combinations ofthe
"C++"w 피

allow such a system to be developed.

"c" 때d
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Alternatives

The alternatives presented to the developer attempting to address the shortcomings
of the current generation of systems are 1) to adapt traditional technologies (computer
l때멤ages

and computing platforms) to the new paradigm, 2) introduce new technologies

to work with the new paradigm, or 3) to use traditional techn이ogy where appropriate and
introduce new technologies when needed. The model presented here is based on the third
alternative.

Constraints
The primary constraints relevant to the development of a new spatio-temporal
modeling and information system paradigm are 1) constantly evolving computing
architectures (hardware), 2) the evolution of new operating systems in support of these
new computing platforms, and 3) the constant evolution of computer la맨Jages.

Evaluation of Al ternatives with ResDect to Constraints
In order to be successful with the introduction of a new paradigm, its introduction

must be farsighted enough to be immediately implementible and usable, as well as being
adaptable and extensible so that it is persistent into the near future (five to ten years). To
support these objectives the OPSTAMS approach takes the path of utilizing traditional
technologies with new technologies as necessary.

Language. Platform and Operating System
Given this new paradigm needs to be implemented via an object-oriented language,

the set of choices for such a language is quite small. Basic, Fortran and Pascal are not
inherently object-orientecl. To attempt to implement a new, sophisticated system in one of
these languages would be fraught with ungainly workarounds to achieve "objectorientedness". Al though not object-oriented, there are many implementations of Fortran
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on multiprocessor platforms.
Althou맹

many object-oriented

I때웰ages e찌st

such as

Smallt 외.k，

Actor, Eiffel,

Ada and Lisp, none of these languages has emerged as the de facto standard objectoriented language and many are only supported on one or only a
platforms. Additionally, little work has been done in porting these

뚫w

I뻐웰ages

computing

to platforms

capable ofparallel computation.
C++ has become the de

훨따o 0비eα-oriented

language standard and has been

successfully ported to multiple processor platforms. C++ offers the additional power of
being backwardly compatible with the C language, so that legacy code used to develop
analytic models can be incorporated into new systems. Minor extensions to the language
are all that is needed to support parallelism and

sever떠

currently exist. Most importantly,

because C++ has evolved into the new standard, it is being supported by
computing platforms (including those offering

par와lelism) ，

려I

major

and is the most portable.

Thus, C++ is currently the best choice on which to base the design of a new approach to
spatio-tempor외

modeling and information system.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the various functionality provided by the current
generatio n, those supported by the OPSTAMS model and a relative measure of change
of꿇red

by a system based on the OPSTAMS model in comparison to systems of the

current generatIon.
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or
functionality

。peration

Support by
current generation
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Data transfonnation
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Go여
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v0 from storage device
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data organ 없tion
Re벌tional data organization
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2-D Vector spat뻐I data rrodel
3-D Vector spatial data rrodel
Rasterspat 띨I data rrodel
TerTllO ral data rrodel
Integrated rasted vector rrodel
N익space hyperplanes
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Poor
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Support by

E째ected
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Yes
Yes
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Yes
Yes
No

Low
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Moderate
Moderate
High
None

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Low
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Low
High
High
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High

Yes
Yes

High
High
Low

Go여

Low
Go어

Poor
Fair
None

써1a빼is

Fail‘

Intersection! OveJ1ay analysis
Pro빼께ty analysis
Bufferanalysis
Cof1lJ fex feature constRJction
Gra ph theory-baseα analysis
Mullidirrensional analysis
Neu 떠 I network analysis
Pa빼el algorithrrs
Te rTllO ral analysis
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None
None
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Display
An irmtion of terrporal data
Volurretrtc rendering
cartographic output

Poor
Fair
Go od

Go여

Go od
Fai ,.
Go od
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E앙rerre

Exlrerre
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* constrained by relational joins

Figure 1. Fun따ion외ity of Current Systems vs. OPSTAMS-based Systems

CHAPTERII

THE OBJECT PARADIGM

BACKGROUND OF THE OBJECT PARADIGM IN GIS
Over the

p잃t

several years, the term

buzzword in the GIS community.
spati외

data models since 1986

"0비 ect-oriented"

has become quite the

The object-oriented paradigm has been applied to

κJe86] 때 e88] ，

but at this time, only two vendors have

come forth with a true object-oriented spatial data model for a GIS.

Object-oriented

programming allows both data and procedures to be combined (encapsulated) together as
a unique object.
Objects are organized into taxonomic structures

re뚫rred

to as class hierarchies.

Class hierarchies can be defined by dat a, procedures (methods), or by a hybrid rule of data
type and method. By properly organizing and

d려ning

the relationships between classes,

the real world may be more accurately abstracted into computing data structures. For
example, an object will inherit attributes from a superclass and , in tum, pass on attributes
to a subclass. In this manner one can move up and down through the class structure
adding members to objects as necessary to achieve accurate and complete representations
ofreal world entities (generalization and aggregation, [Ege90]).
The data

πlodels

employed by Computervision’s System 9 and Intergraph’s

TIGRIS are 0-0 due to inheritance, but do not support a macro language based on the
object structure which can utilize encapsulation (combining objects and procedures
togeth떠

or polymorphism (context-sensitive procedures

sh때ng

the same name) so that

the analyst is able to work with the spatial data in a purely 0-0 environment.
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Recently, the literature has proffered integrated expert system approaches to the
incorporation of the 0-0 paradigm into GIS
[Oat90].

[G하188]

[Arm89] [Arm90] [Wor9 0] and

It has been shown that 0-0 abstraction is useful for real world modelling and

when dealing with very large data sets [Gab88]. Arm strong [Arm 89]

pro찌des

an 0-0

approach to location-allocation modelling based on the Smalltalk language and the
cadastral model ofKjeme and Dueker 때e88].
Most researchers in this field to date have attempted to
spati허

de찌se

an object-oriented

data structure and then "float" the structure over traditional entity-relationship

based database m없lagement systems such as INGRES or ORACLE. This is a step in the
right

directioπ

but a true

0피 ect-oriented

information system must be designed from the

ground up in order to function properly as such. Anything less will be a kludge (which
Webster defines as "...a computer system made up ofpoorly matched components").

Introduction to Obiect Orientation

In object oriented programming, there are five fundamental concepts which give
programmers the power to

eff농ctively

model complex real-world situations. These five

concepts are simple objects (sometimes referred to as abstractions [Zha92]), inheritance,
encapsulatioκ

polymorphism and binding. The fifth concept, binding, is compiler-related

but allows polymorphism to be used to full advantage. Used together, these concepts can
be applied to almost any problem which is inherently hierarchical in order to organize data
and procedures into an 。이 ect oriented model (program).

Simole Obiects
A simple object can be dat a, a behavior (procedure) or a combination of the two
(more on that later). Objects are the primary level of abstraction. For instance, a point
somewhere on the Earth might be abstracted as "Point'’ identified by "ID" , "Latitude" and
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"Longitude". In this case, the object is comprised of data. An other example of an object
is a procedure called "Sort" which takes a list of x-y coordinates and sorts them on x .1
Classes of objects are comprised of data and behaviors. An object is an instance of the
class (figure 2).

固E페
、

·‘
‘‘

Object

-Class

· 뀐웰댄으:. Object and class notation.
I바leritance

An object can share data or beha피or with other objects. 。이 ects are organized

according to their commonalities with respect to data and/or behavior.

These

organizations are referred to as "classes". Objects are referred to as instances of classes.
There are base classes and derived classes of objects. Some authors
of

i비leritance

ref농r

to the concept

as "generalization" with base classes as "super" or "parent" classes and

derived classes as "sub" or "child" classes. The concept is the same, regardless of the
terminology employed.

This dissertation will use "base" and "derived" to avoid the

confusion that sometimes surrounds the super- and subclass terminology [Lad90]. For
example, we can create an instance of a class called "Point" , with ID of 1, Latitude of
36.1254 and Longitude of -107.2341 , which is now our base class.
Our point is an instance of class Point. Suppose we have another object called
"Line". A line is comprised of two points (figure 3). Next we create a Line class. An
instance ofLine class inherits point characteristics from the Point class. Line then contains

1

See Appendix A regarding notation.
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an In for the line, a FrornE ndP oint and a ToEndPoint. The From- and To- endpoints
빼려t Point In,

Latitude and Longitude from

cl잃s

Point.

LINE
LINE

靈활뭘/

FromEndPoint : POINT
ToEndPoint : POINT

뀐웰쁘혹 Use

ofPoint objects in the Line class.

Line may be a derived class of Point or it may simply "use" points and not inherit
당om

Whether or not a class i버Ierits or uses is up to the

the Point class.

programmer/designer. In figure 4a, Point is a base class ofLine

(다ne

derives from Point).

Throughout the class hierarchy, a class may be derived from one class and at the
t피Ie

s없ne

be a base class for another (figure 4b). It is important for the programmer or analyst

to carefully

prethi따c

class structures before commiting them to code. Poorly conceived

class structures may be cumbersome and defeat the advantages which can be gained
the object oriented approach.
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Single i며Ieritance.

잠om
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MultiDle Inheritance
Classes derived £fom more than one base class are considered to have multiple
피heritance.

A new class can be comprised of attributes from one base class and methods

(behaviors) from another. For ex없nple， if we had a class called "Dtil" which contained a
method called "SortO", and combined "Utii'’ with "Line" to form a new class "LineUtil" , a
LineUtil object could sort the coordinates of a given line (:figure 5). Any number of
objects from different base classes can be combined to form a new derived class. This is
essential for the proper characterization of complex objects.

t

/

t
t

Une

‘
1

:/

셋
<‘

E웰쁘효

l:

Uti|

t

깐
UneUtil

Multiple inheritance.

EncaDsulation
Earlier we created two classes, each comprised of data. The Point class has !D,
Latitude and Longitude. The Line class has an !D, a FromEndP oint and a ToEndP oint.
The concept of encapsulation allows us to add a method to the class which can act on the
data residing within the class. The procedural analog to a method is a routine.
ex때pie，

For

a method "LengthO" would calculate the straight-line distance between the

endpoints of an instance of class Line. Thus the Line class contains both data (lines, which
are instances of the

미ass)

and methods (the LengthO routine). Subclasses of the Line
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class will be able to inherit the method LengthO 한omLine.

Polvmornhism
A method which can be applied to many classes is considered polymorphic. We
have created the Point and Line classes, but have no way of displaying them. What is
needed is a routine that will draw a point or a line on the computer screen. A method
DrawO can be created which will paint a pixel at the screen coordinates determined by an
instance ofPoint class’ Lon밍tude and Latitude. A similar method can be created for Line
and can also be called DrawO. Thus, the DrawO method can be called when a point or a
파Ie

is to be painted to the screen and the DrawO method from the appropriate class will

be selected.

뀔쁘센g

The means by which the proper DrawO method is selected is referred to as
binding. In C++ binding can be early or late. In early binding, the proper DrawO method

is matched to the appropriate data type (determined by class) at compile time.
binding chooses the appropriate method at run time.

Late

Late binding produces larger

executable code sizes and can slow program executio n, but can reduce the total lines of
code which need to be written in order to cover all possible uses of DrawO, for example.
Additionally, an important advantage of this approach is that users of the developed
program can benefit from deriving new classes from existing base classes , thereby
reducing redundant code as might be the case from a procedural approach. This lends
fie피hility

to the resulting system and aids the analyst in abstracting the problem to the

system.

Container Classes
A container class is a class which defines objects that contain other "sub"objects
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and methods. Container classes may be constructed in order to solve a partic비ar problem
by combining specific objects with specific methods, or may be created as a convenient
place to keep certain types of routines. In the latter case, these classes are sometimes
referred to as "bags". Container classes are always derived classes and can take full
advantage of multiple inheritance, encapsulation and polymorphism.

For example, the

LineUtil class constructed above is an ex따nple of a container class. Other methods for
operating on data

stru따ures s따has "Creat마istO"

and "InsertO" might be included from

a class called "LinkList". These objects and methods can then be combined and used
together to create and manage a linked list of lines or a list of endpoints ofthe lines.

ComDlex Obiects
Complex objects are similar to container classes in that they are comprised of a
collection of other objects sharing something in common via multiple inheritance. For
example an airport might be represented as a complex

obje다

in a 20 space as a point, a

line and a polygon representing a beacon, runway and a hangar, respectively (figure 6).

AIRPORT
abstracts to:

•
beacon

hangar

(POINT)

(pOLYGON)

E웰쁘흐

Complex objects.

I

/
/

I
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The complex Ai rport class is derived from instances of three other classes: Point,
Line and Polygon (figure 7).
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/

Class diagram of a complex 0비 ect.
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CHAPTERIII

PARALLELISM

PARALLEL ARCmTECTURES
There are currently two predominant architectures in use for parallel computing.
These are single instructio n,

m띠tiple

data-stream (SIMD) and

m비tiple

instructio n,

multiple data-stream (MIMD). Most ofthe available hardware falls into one ofthese two
categories.

Each has its relative advantages and disadvantages with respect to

programming and the types of problems to which it is best applied. These systems are
re옮rred

to as fine-grained or coarse-grained.

This is determined by the number of

processors available, and how much memory is allotted to each processor. Fine grained
systems have more processors than do

co하se

grained systems. In general, coarse-grained

systems have tens to hundreds of large processors, and fine-grained systems

ha에ng

thousands to millions of(usually) small processors.
A fine grained system, just because it has more processors, is not necessarily faster
than a coarse-grained system.

Al though more processors indicate a higher degree of

parallelism, if they are small processors (limited memory) , the additional communications
overhead may offset the gain in computational power.

In many cases, a single large

processor may be faster than many smaller ones. Al so, some algorithms are inherently
sequential and do not lend themselves as well to parallelism and will work better on a
single large processor. This is why most fine-grained parallel machines are designed to
work under a single-processor host.
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S파멸다
πIe

SIMD architecture requires that a

sin밍e

program instruction is

휠ven

to each

ofthe available processors along with a portion ofthe data. Each processor then operates
on its allotted data independently. SIMD parallelism is sometimes referred to as "dataP하와lelism". All

8). When

외I

the processors are concurrently performing the same instruction (figure

of the processors have finished their respective operations, they can

떠I

be

reassigned a new operation. Processors finishing their respective operations before others
are done must "wait out" until the others finish and all the processors can accept a new
instruction. The disadvantage here is in the wasted computational power due to idle time.
This architecture has been the most commercially viable to date due to the relative ease
with which SIMD machines can be programmed for.

I

SUM

SUM

SUM

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

6, 7, 8, 9, 10

11 , 12, 13, 14, 151

I

SUM

116, 17, 18, 19, 20

TOTAL=210
뀐웰쁘 8.

SIMD architecture.

MIMD
Unlike SIMD, MIMD processors can

pe빼rm

dissimilar independent operations

on their allotted data. This means that different processors are concurrently performing
짜fferent

instructions on either similar or dissimilar data (figure 9).

This architecture is

sometimes referred to as "task-par허lei". MIMD systems can difI농r in the way they access
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memory. The two types of memory access methods are shared memory and distributed
memory. In shared memory multiple processors look into the same area of memory for
data. With distributed memory, each processor is allocated a portion of memory for its
own exclusive use. MIMD computers are often referred to as cubes or hypercubes, due to
their three dimensional physical memory

따rays.

MIMD computers are an‘'ay processors,

whereas SIMI) machines are vector processors. MIMD computers can be used in SIMD
configuration, but not vice-versa.!

SQRT(찌

12003

SUM( X)

)\/
/

|ι

6, 7, 8, 9, 10

\、

X/Y

1 IX

212, 398

3600

SUM(proc)
= 150.1
E웰쁘요"" MIMD architecture.

Additional complexity occurs in distributed memory MIMD systems when the
1
Vectors of SIMD computers can be added together, resulting in a processor array
which would then be a :MIMD configuration.
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memory distribution topology is reconfigurable as opposed to fixed.
diff농rent

portions of memory are 외located to

diff농rent

This means that

processors at different times during

program execution. This stochastic topology becomes a problem in that considerable
overhead is required to track memory allocation

뻐d

availability.

Inter-processor

communications become more difficult to route when the destinations are

안TIoving

targets". There is substantial research being conducted currently in the area of memory
reconfiguration. A fixed memory configuration is easier to program for in that a
processor' s memory is always of a given size at a given place, but is
utili킹ng

Ii\Jt

휠ven

as efficient in

computing potenti외. A topology which can be configured to match the structure

of an application will be the most efficient in executing the application.
The communications necess따y between processing nodes can be cumbersome. If
node e requires a product from node q's operatio n, node e must not begin its operation
until it has received that data. Some method for controlling data flows between nodes
must be considered. Algorithmic efficiency is a major concern with respect to interprocessor communications.
processors and the

The trade-off between performance gains due to adding

perform뻐ce

losses due to communications between nodes must be

considered when either designing new parallel algorithms or adapting procedural ones to
the concurrent realm.

DECOMPOSITION
Decomposition refers to breaking down a problem to concurrent algorithms and,
ultimately, the mapping of a problem to the processor nodes. The decomposition method
and the resulting algorithm are highly problem-dependent.

Requirements for inter-

processor communications are dependent on the method used for decomposition.

An

object-oriented data model already has a head start on the decomposition process in that
some decomposition has already been performed during the class construction process.
There are three fundamental decomposition methods:

perf농ctly

parallel, domain and

control decompositions.

Perf농ctlv

Parallel Decomoosition

Perf농ctly

parallel decompositions require the least communication between

processors. This is because the instructions and data are distributed to each processor,
which performs its assigned operation autonomously and broadcasts the result at the end
of its operation. This differs from SIMD in that with a SIMD configuration all

process 아S

perform the same instruction in unison as opposed to the MIMD configuration distributing
diff농rent

instructions to the nodes. An

ex없nple ofperf농ctly

be to assign each node of a graph to an

individu떠

parallel decomposition would

processor. Each processor then is

assigned a function. For some processors the function might be FindNorthNeighbor, for
others FindWestNeighbor. This ηpe of decomposition is simple and effective, but is best
suited to coarse-grained systems where each processor can handle a large and complicated
instruction (p rogram).
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Domain Decomoosition
This type of decomposition is appropriate for large, static data sets such as large

matrices. The matrix can be broken into sections, calculations c때 be performed in paral녕
on each section, then the local section solutions can be combined into the glob외 solution.
Finite element analysis is a good example of domain decomposition. The entire
dom빼 (stru따ure)

is broken into subdomains.

Calculations are performed on the

individual subdomains and then are combined together to form a solution for the
domain.

ori링nal

Domain decomposition can also be applied to problems where the data is

dynamic, but is tied to a single entity.

An example of this type would be dynamic

allocation of candidate supply nodes over a fixed network in a location-allocation
problem.

Control Decomoosition
Control decomposition is applied when the problem has no obvious "breakpoints"
in the data. Conversely, the breakpoints occur in the procedure(s) being used on the data.
The two main flavors of control decomposition are functional control decomposition and
manager/worker control decomposition.
Functional decomposition is performed by taking a problem apart according to the
various tasks associated with solving the problem as a whole. For example, a procedural
program is composed of algorithms which perform a specific task on some part of the
data. An example offunctional decomposition would be taking ap하t the steps required to
perform 뻐
buff농r

overlayan외ysis

on some

spati허 0비 ect.

several objects then overlay the

would be decomposed into the

buff농rs

buff농ring

For

ex뼈pIe，

one might first wish to

to find the intersection area. This process

process, the overlay process and the intersection

process.
Manager/worker control decompo잉tion is a form of functional decomposition in
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that a manager process controls many subprocesses. Operations are performed in

par외lei

on the subprocesses. Results of these operations are then passed back to the manager
process which then processes the results, sends its result on and then reapportions
subprocesses once again. This is analogous to the main body of a sequential program
C외파19

subroutines.

Lavered DecomDosition
Layered decomposition is considered to be a large scale decomposition method.
Large scale decomposition is required when one of the

pre、riously

outlined methods is not

singularly adequate. The first step is to decompose the software to be developed into
modules, then use an appropriate decomposition method on each module.

This is

analogous to large scale functional decomposition.
깐Ie

first layer (corresponding to a module) might employ

per옮etly

parallel

decomposition. The results of that process would then be passed down to the next layer
where domain decomposition is employed. The various decomposition methods can be
used as appropriate to a given layer.

Parallelism for Neural Networks
The term "massively parallel" shows up in most of the literature associated with
neural networks.

Does this mean that massively parallel architectures are inherently

neural? Can neural networks be implemented on any parallel computer?
"massively parallel mean"? These issues will be

de외t

Wh at does

with in greater detail in chapter 5,

but for now, the answer to these questions is: it depends on the number and connectivity
ofthe processors.
A completely connected architecture will most certainly be able to accommodate
neural network applications (or any other application).

A completely

conn야ted
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architecture requires that every processing node be connected to every other processing
node in the processor
topolo밍es.

aπay，

and (with path redundancy) is the most robust of connection

It is the current belief that this topology most closely models the

neuro n/synapse arrangement ofthe human brain.
Other topologies can be configured to best suit the indi띠dual neural model being

applied. As we will see in chapter 5, there are really only a few models currently used in
neural network applications, and most can be implemented sequentially on a single
processor (although such an implementation

de옮ats

the advantages gained by the neural

approach due to its inherent parallelism). Architectures employing four or more nodes are
considered to be massively par.외leI. Techniques used on four processors can be scaled to
work on four thousand processors, or more. Both SIMD and MIMD

arc비tectures

are

massively parallel and are being successfully used for neural network applications.

The Aoorooriate Parallel Architecture for GIS
Verts [Ver88] and

He떠ey

[Hea89] have studied and reviewed the various

architectures currently available from which GIS applications could be developed. Healey
suggests that the MIMD architecture utilizing reconfigurable, distributed memory is best
suited to GIS. This configuration allows program instructions to be mapped to individual
processors, each with its own private memory, with the topology of the network definable
on-the-fly. Given a solution to the stochastic memory topology problem, this may be the
architecture of choice.
The SIMD architecture, while simpler to program for, does not promise
throughput potenti떠 which could be ultimately attained from a properly configured
MIMD environment. Additionally, it may not ultimately lend
oriented parallel programming for

spati허 an때ysis.

its리f as

well to true object

It is interesting to note, however, that
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the only commercially available neural coprocessor is SIMD-based. 1 Thi s is probably due
to the simplicity of programming for the SIMD configuration and that the two most
common neural network algorithms (backpropagation

때d

Hopfield

networks) only

require SIMD architecture. As the field of neural networks evolves, MIMD architectures
may become more visible in both the literature and the vendor community.
Before the question of appropriate architecture should be answered, the proper
question to ask is: how does the functionality of GIS and spatial analysis decompose for
parallelism? The holistic view will lead us to layered decomposition, for sure. But which
style

of

decomposition

commu띠cation/performance

can

be

most

often

applied,

and

what

are

the

tradeoffs associated with the related topology? What if we

are not able to reconfigure the topology configuration "on the fly" , and must select a
sin빙e，

hard-wired topology for reasons of cost?
In contradiction to Healey and Verts, Li [Li 92] suggests that data-parallelism is

optimal for GIS due to the natural ability to model data with regular
structures (as modeled in raster GIS ’). Li [Li 92]
multilple-SIMD implementation in C* ("C

st따")

빠농rs

spati외

and temporal

examples of a very successful

running on a

마{2

(second generation

connection machine) offundamental raster-based GIS operations. In this light, a "90/10"
approach seems reasonab.le. That is, if some SIMD configuration a meets the connectivity
needs of90% ofthe decompositions and the other diff농rent needs amount to only 10% of
the decomposition techniques, then topology a should be the topology of choice.
Certainly a single, hard-wired SIMD topology will be cheaper and easier to
program for. Due to these factors , it is probable that the first commercially available
parallel GIS will be SIMD-based.

If this system can get into the hands of the most users

in the shortest amount of time and is maybe only 30% less efficient than would be the
MIMD reconfigurable topology system, an argument could be made that this would be the
Adaptive Solutions, Inc. , Beavertoπ Oregon.
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appropriate architecture for GIS. So, the answer to the question of which is the best
architecture for GIS may be philosophical rather than technical.

Never-the-Iess, this

dissertation will attempt to forward one approach, and the sages of the industry are free to
argue Its correctness.

Obiect - Parallelism
As mentioned in the pre、rious chapter, object-oriented data models have already

been decomposed once during the class construction process.

Class decomposition can

be considered a fonnalization of domain decomposition, control decomposition or both

[Rag91]. The

go외

into appropriate

of class construction and of decomposition is to break a problem up

obje따s.

Therefore, taking an object-oriented approach to application

development is the first step in the process of parallelization ofthe application.

Par떠I리

Obiects
As we saw in chapter 2, objects are abstractions that tie together data and

procedures for operating on that data. Proper object oriented class construction can and
should leave only the object-to-processor mapping to be assigned (remember 잠om chapter
3 that decomposition breaks up a problem and mapping assigns
specific

indi찌du외

p하ts

of the problem to

processors). The mapping should be very straightforward and simple if

the decomposition is appropriate for the problem.
It is quite likely for objects to be mapped directly to individual processors (as in

the example in chapter 3·of assigning graph nodes to processing nodes). This is why the
distinction between decomposition and mapping must be made clear.

Whi le good

decomposition leads to simple object mapping, the decomposition step does not explicitly
involve mapping.
Good parallel objects should be decomposed with the architecture’s granularity in
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mind. For example, ifthe target system is coarse grained, the

procedur허

objects mi방It be

more complex than would be those for a fine-grained system. Similarly, data objects for a
fine-gr없ned

system should contain less data than would be permissible for a coarse-

grained system.

Such considerations will make for better decomposition and efficient

mapping. The most fundamental objects with respect to processor mapping are arrays: 1D (vectors) for SIMD, 2-D (arrays) for MIMD and 3-D

짜ays

for MIMD hypercube

topologies.
The relationships between objects should be reflected by the connection topology
between processing nodes. For example, in a MIMD

configuratioπ

IDrawToScreen" functio n, and there are many instances of the

if an

obje따

0비 ect

has a

distributed over

many processors, each processor must have a connection to the processors which are
performing tasks related to DrawToScreenO. Some nodes may performing perspective
transformations on 3-D points which are the objects to be drawn to the screen. Other
nodes may be concurrently

diff농rentiating

the points over some function in time. The

topology must allow the results of these computations to be communicated between
obje따s

(nodes).

archite야ure

Therefore, objects which are concurrently distributed over the

are considered to be parallel objects.

CHAPTERIV

TOWARD AN OBJECT-ORIENTED DATAMODEL

OVERVIEW
The following sections trace the development of object-oriented spatial data

models through the recent literature to date. The different models are initialized for ease
of referral in the succeeding sections. The descriptions of the models are simplified or
abridged wherever possible in the interest of bre띠ty and clarity of this dissertation. The
models are divided into three groups: basic object-oriented, knowledge-based and spatiotempor띠.

Basic Object-Oriented Models
These models represent the first step from the current generation of entityrelationship based model.s toward a true, ground-up object-oriented spatial data mode!.
The approaches presented in this section are primarily concerned with the basic shift
toward objects as opposed to the complete

spatio-tempor허

models presented later in the

chapter, which are more highly developed and robust models.

The G model. As mentioned in chapter 2, several attempts have been made to
develop a separate object-oriented spatial data model and then combine that model with a
traditional RDBMS.

G때egan et. a!. [G떠188]

devised a

soπ

of black box approach where

an "object system" operates in conjunction with a more traditional "spatial system". In
their model an object analyzer handles class hierarchies and data retrieval methods. A
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rule-based

in훨rence

engine then directs data an d/or queries to standard structures such as

quadtrees, b-trees and I/O.
Because the object processor is not integral to the underlying data structure, it
would seem that an

unnecess 하y

abstraction. Instead of directly

logistical overhead has been imposed in order to aid

oper따ing

on dat a, queries must first pass through the

middleman (the object processor) in order to be reassigned to the proper data or
algorithms. It would seem that late binding provides a way around this by effectively
spreading out the

0비ect

processor through the code at compile time, then

rna힘ng

the

appropriate query/data assignments at run time, thereby taking full advantage of
encapsulation via container classes. Gahegan et. al. [Gah88] could not make use of late
binding in their model because the target system was written in C in conjunction with
relational INGRES.

The IFO Model.

Worboys et. al. [Wor9 0] suggested a hybrid object-

relational model for spatial databases based on Is-A relationships, Functional relationships
and complex Objects (!FO) originally introduced by Abiteboul and Hull in 1984. This
approach is strictly logical in that no attempt is made to map the logical structure to a
physical model found in any currently available DBMS or any object-oriented
programming language. l
The IFO model begins with atomic objects (simple objects) of three types;
printable, abstract and fiee. Printables are integers, reals, strings and pixels. Abstract
atoms are non-printable conceptual objects. Free atoms are links between objects showing
generalization and specialization. Next, atomic objects are related through the hierarchy
1

A tomato Is-a vegetable. It’s Functional relationship is to serve as nutrient for

hum없IS.
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by is-a relationships as found in the Codd Entity-Relationship model. Objects are also
related according to function or behavior. For example, polygon objects are topolo휠cally
related in that they all are constructed of chains

ha찌ng

left- and right-polygons. Throw

this all together and you get a complex object.
If this nomenclature isn't confusing enough, the authors introduce a symbology for

diagramming structures using circles, boxes, diamonds and arrows which is contextsensitive. While this model attempts to ease abstraction, the analyst would be bogged
down by having to keep ~rack of the current morphic state of an object of interest at any
or alllevels in the hierarchy.
It is worthy to note, however, that the approach taken by Prime-Computervision

(sans confusing symbology) for their System 9 GIS spatial data model is very similar in

underlying concept to the !FO model.

This is especially true with respect to shared

topology among spatial objects. System 9 has mated a hierarchy of spatial

0비 ects

with

the relational DBMS Empress. As a result, System 9 is the best GIS currently on the
market for handling many inter-related complex objects without the excessive storage
redundancy typical oflayered systems [Rex91].

Kn owled l!e-based Models
Knowledge-based systems are founded on the concept that there is unique

information or relationships between entities that is critical to the analysis of a set of
related entities. The relationships are explicitly modeled and analysis is performed by
tracing relationships through some topology constructed from the taxonomy of the entities
and their relationships.

The Z-M Model. Zhan and Mark [Zha92] propose and implement a model
based on categorizations and representations of spatial knowledge through the
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specification of core classes and their associated relationships. This approach is a variant
of the semantic network model. Specifically, the model is concerned with representing
spatial knowledge as it is comprised of geometric-topological knowledge, geographic
phenomena and algorithmic-symbolic knowledge (algorithms and heuristics applied to the
spati외

data). The core

spati외

classes put forward are the geometric p더mitives: point, line

and polygon. The "visual variables" at the top level of figure 10 r，εpresent the knowledge
related to geographic phenomena. The algorithmic knowledge is contained within the
core classes as methods. Figures 10

뻐d

11 below diagram the model as presented by the

authors.

찌g찌I-v따iable

/
ωpographic

-map

~‘

\、‘

lino-line

line-p이nt

p이m-po int

polygon-line

p이m-p이ygon

Fi웰re 1요~

The Z-M class hierarchy.

polygon-polygon
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The arrows pointing off into space represent connectors for new, user-defined
classes. Although the authors did not

t와ce

the diagram to its full extent, the model sets

the stage for the proper objected-oriented representation of complex objects.

For

example, the next class layer in figure 10 would be "point-line-polygon", which would
correspond to the abstracted airport in Chapter 2.

linc-polygon

p이nt-line

point-polygOl1

point-point

ζ

그
Fi웰I흐l..l.

polygon·polygon

-Rei빼PSI 01빼
The Z-M model relationship hierarchy.

Most notable about this model is that it is 2-dimensional and that the fundamental
base class is the Line class (as opposed to the Point class). Additionally, the use of the
"Is-All relation in the hierarchy is one-way as in the IFO model and is therefore not as
robust as the E-F model (e.g. "point" is-a "line" because line is the base class).

The

graphical notation needs to be further developed and is not very intuitive in its current
state. The authors give an example ofthe model implemented in a C++ - derived language
"CLIPS/COOL".

The implementation is concerned with exercising the geometric-
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topological aspect in test DLG files for geometric and topologic consistency, and seems to
be successful in that application.
In conclusion, the Z-M model is more oriented toward a specific 따tificial

intelligence (AI) implementation in support of geometric-topologic knowledge and does
not yet specifically concern itself with either multi-dimensionality or the temporal
component, as acknowledged by the authors who
research. The semantic network model, while

off농r

offe피19

the model as a platfonn for further
promise in the analytic

ar않

does

not yet appear to be the appropriate choice for a robust system design.

The M-R-B Model. Mackay, Robinson and Band [Mac92] propose an interesting
twist to the knowledge-based approach through an expli미t tie to graph theory (as opposed
to the implicit relationship of semantic networks). In the M-R-B model, a query system is
derived from the graph of the relationships between entities. In the example presented,
they abstract a 3-D topography to a collection of topographic objects, which can first be
represented by a tree. The tree is then represented in graph fo rm, and the simulation

뻐d

query system model is based on the graph. An example of this abstraction is given in
Figures 12 and 13 , below.

he

E웰re 1요.:. A drainage

basin.
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Fimue 13. The M-R-B model representation of a drainage basin.

The entities labeled h represent hillsides and the entities labeled s represent
streams. Figure 11 shows the topography of the sample dat a, where the streams drain the
hillsides. The dotted lines correspond to ridges between hillsides. Figure 13 depicts the
abstraction of the topography and the relationships between hillsides and streams to a
graph. The nodes represent the topographic objects and the edges show the hierarchy of
stream drainage

댄F

= "flows from") , the topology of the streams and hillsides (DR =

"drains"), and the functional relationships between hillsides and streams (ADI = "is
adjacent to").
Queries can then be made by simply selecting objects. Their complex relationships
(as modeled) are the primary attributes associated with the objects.

The model relies on

the property of transitive closure along graph paths for query correctness. This means if
stre없n

sl flows from stream s2, and stream s2 drains hillside h4, then stream sl

[indirectly] drains hillside h4. This is analogous to a class hierarchy where dependent class
i띠lerit

attributes 잠om base classes via intermediate base/dependent classes.
Some ofthe pros and cons ofthis approach are that complex topologic objects are

more difficult to model , but complex knowledge is more easily represented than by
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standard relational databases. As a result, complex queries are optimized.

Agaiπ

it seems

as if this approach applied on top of a more robust topologic- and geometric-primitive
O비eα

schema might provide the best ofboth worlds.

Soatio-Temooral Models
Spatio-temporal models are distinguished from the other models presented by their
focus on the inclusion of the third Euclidean dimension and a fourth
the model. Ingredients
future

spati외

잠om

dimensioκ

time, in

these models comprise the most likely basis from which

analysis systems will

ev이ve.

The method of dealing with time in the current generation of 2.5-D relational GIS’
is to represent entities

eft농cted

by time in separate layers,

ref농rred

to as snapshots. The

snapshot approach is both inefficient and cumbersome. Additionally, snapshots fail to
address the continuous nature oftime.
Hazelton

퍼az92]

presents several metaphors for the temporal component in GIS.

Most notably, he compounds the problem of representing the continuity of time by
pointing out that time is probably fract허 by nature. That is, time is not linear, but changes
over different intervals. Although this adds conceptual complexity to dealing with time, it
mays피lpli한

the modeling of time if eras can be formulated.

The E-F Model. Egenhofer and Frank (Ege90] have been

ev이ving

a model since

1984. The instigation for their work stemmed out of the lack of available systems to
effectively handle complex

spati외

objects at different levels of abstraction. They have

suggested an objected-oriented model emphasizing

i버leritance

and propagation which is

more powerful than the standard relational model due to generalization and aggregation
properties of i버leritance (chapter 2).
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The authors refer to propagation as a form of multiple inheritance which minimizes

redundant storage of data shared between objects sh때ng base and derived classes. This is
another form of vertical integration of spatial data [Rex91] where calculated data for a
derived

0피e따

pop비따ion

is aggregated from related data in the base class(es). For example, the

for an instance of a county would be calculated "on the fly" by aggregating the

populations of the individual towns contained in the associated town base class, rather
than being stored as an individu외 data object.
The authors fonnalize propagation as a general method implemented via the
system-specific operationallanguage (a Standard Query Language-like predicate calculus).
Theex빼pIe 0많red

is reproduced below:

*p (partO f,

SettlementPop 비atio n，

CountyPopulation, BySumming).

Parsing this line would return in English: "propagate the county population by summing
the settlement populations which are contained within the county".
The E-F model suggests that an

0피 ect-oriented

four fundament때 base classes. These base classes are: 1)

GIS be composed from at least
the db-persistent class, 2) the

spatial class, 3) the graphical class, and 4) the temporal class. The db-persistent class
should contain objects related to database operations and data management. The spatial
class should contain objects based on geometry and would include topological
relationships between objects.

The

grap피C려

display to screen, plotte! and file output.

class should contain

The temporal class

0비 ects

sho비d

related to

contain objects

pertaining to the history of the objects contained in the spatial and db-persistent classes.
For instance, the temporal class might contain a method which tracks differences in
topology over time, such as a voting precinct boundary.
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The E-F model relies heavily on multiple inheritance to combine objects from the
base classes into derived classes which more appropriately model real-world data and
situations than do the current generation of relationally-based data models. The authors
conclude their presentation of the model with a succinct summary of the primary
distinction between the E-F model and the IFO model with respect to the "ls-A"
relationship:
Three important conceptual differences exist between inheritance
and propagation: (1) i바leritance is defined in generalization (is-a)
hierarchies, while propagation acts in aggregation (part-o f) or association
(member-of) hierarchies. (2) Inheritance describes properties [attributes]
and operations [methods] , while propagation derives values of properties.
(3) Inheritance is a top-down approach, inheriting from the more general to
the more detailed class. Propagation, on the other hand , acts bottom up.

The

t피rd

distinction is the essence of the E-F model. Where the IFO model is a

one-way inheritance hierarchy, the E-F model

specifiεs

a two-way data path. Specifically,

in the interest of reducing storage, as much data as possible is derived from base classes
rather than being represented explicitly at the level ofthe object of interest (as required by
the IFO model). Al though the model was not implemented at the time of publication, a
straightforward implementation would be possible in a language such as

e++, Smallt때kor

LISP. Further work by the authors in the area of a meta-language supporting the E-F
model would indeed be a worthwhile contribution to the literature.

The L Paradi l!m.

Al though Langran

다an92]

doesn’t offer a complete spatio-

temporal data model, a paradigm of temporality is presented which needs to be examined
here. Langran suggests that three major temporal data types should exist in a spatial data
model: stateι events and evidence. These data types act as attributes of spatial objects
which contain essenti외 temporal information about the 0비 ect.
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State can be considered a basic object with events and

e끼dence

as its temporal

attributes. State contains the geometry of an object at a given point (or period) in time.
An object's geometry can change over time as a result of events.

An event is an

occurrence to or an action on the 0찌eα at some time. E찌dence is information about the
event which qualifies the state ofthe object.
For example, a forest be밍ns Iif농 in a GIS at state to, its event at to is "old growth".
The evidence for this is by survey and aerial photography (Figure 14). Similarly, a road
running along the forest has

i띠tial

state to sharing evidence with the forest of survey and

aerial photography.

Fi 2U re 14. A road and forest at time to (a)

and at time tl(b).

At time tl , events have occurred to the forest and to the road (figure 14b). These
events are the cutting of ~he forest , the addition of a new road and the intersection of the
new road with the

pre、riously

existing road. The evidence of these events are the permits

for the cutting and the road building, surveys, and

ae디at

photography. By these means,

the origin and pedigree ofthe new data is preserved. In a relational model the state would
be a primary key, with the event being a secondary key and the evidence would belong to
the event table.
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This approach

diff농rs

from the simple snapshot method in that the data model

would have explicit temporal relations due to the inclusion of the three data types: states,
events and evidence. Such an organization of data should help to reduce the redundancy
of spatial data which results from maintaining snapshot layers.

Thi s could be

accomplished by linking the state geometry to event periods. The geometry from one
state could be combined with the geometry from a successive state so that the common
geometry needs to be stored only once (figure 15).

b

Fieure 15. Combined geometry oftwo time states.

In figure 15 the geometry for the forest entity at state

to is initially stored (solid

lines). At time tl only the geometry for the event (change) is stored (dashed lines). A
relationship is established in the data model so that when state t 1 is to be displayed , the
geometry is built from what is stored for state tl and the geometry that is linked to tl
from other states, in this case, portions ofthe geometry for state to.
The Pr Model.

Price

[p끼89]

model for land parcels giving more

presents a semi-object-oriented spatio-temporal

expli미t

attention to the temporal component than does

the E-F model. Although the model is yet another variant ofthe snapshot approach linked
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to a relational database, it (like E-F) utilizes the
tempo때

propeπies

of inheritance to model

relationships between base class and derived class objects.

For a cadastre, time is handled as an object attribute via an abstract data type,
"date" which is a data element of an instance of a "lot" object's data structure.

The

"transaction" data type acts as an object of a class containing infonnation concerning
transaction on lots.

Transactions have a date attribute as well as lot attributes. This

approach is very similar to the L paradigm’s "states"

뻐d

"events".

The model only supports two operations: updates and queries. When lots are
subdivided the new lot is derived
infonnation

peπaining

한om

its base lot. The database is updated with the

to· the creation of the new (derived) lot such as its ID, geometry,

ownership and date of subdivision. Pointers back to the base lot are included in the record
for the new lot. A pointer to the new lot is appended to the base lot record. Similar
operations are perfonned when transactions occur.
Temporal queries can be made via the relational database by specifying the data
attribute as a primary key. For transactions, the transaction type might be the secondary
key. By using pointers to and from the "lot" and "transaction" objects, the historical
infonnation associated with each data type is embedded

wit비n

the database due to date

being a part ofthe data structure (an attribute ofthe "lot" and "transaction" objects).

The Pi Model. Pigot [p ig92] first rigorously presents a 3-D topological model ,
concentrating primarily on the topological relationships in the geometry of spatial data.
He then extends the model (with Hazelton) to 4-D with the inclusion of the temporal
dimension through snapshots.
"integrating" the snapshots.

The continuous nature of time is addressed by
This model is especially significant to this dissertation
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because Pigot was the first to present a general model to the GIS literature from a purely
computational geometry perspective. 2
The model’s fundamental objects are

" m때퍼 lds"

and "cells" in 3-D Euclidean

space. Their topological relationships in 2-D+ can be modeled with graphs , resulting in a
"cellgraph" model (as in the M-R-B model).3
A subset of the

"m없lifold"

A "manifold" corresponds to an n-space.

is a "cell". Cells are the true prinlitives ofthe model, whereas

the manifolds exist to define the feasible space in which cells may exist.
A cell is 0, 1, 2 or 3 depending on its dimension in R3. An O-cell coπesponds to a
point, a I-cell corresponds to a line, a 2-cell is a polygon and a 3-cell is a polyhedron
(figure 16).

Cells of different dimension can be combined across manifolds to fonn

"complexes".

O-cell

1 - cell

2· cell

3 - cell

•

뀐웰쁘l흐

Cell complexes.

2 There have been earlier models and applicable data structures presented in the
computational geometry literature, but, until recently, that literature really hasn’t been
standard reading for GIS professionals.
3

O-dimensional objects (points) simply exist, unconnected , in n-space.
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The topological properties for these cells are comprised of the familiar Boolean
algebraic set operators such as unio n, intersection and containment as well as the

spati허

relations proximity and adjacency. Cells can be organized according to the rules for these
operators to form complexes in n-space. For

ex없nple，

a complex in a 3-manifold results

from the union of a I-cell and a 2-cell if the 1- and 2- cells originate from diff농rent
manifolds.

Although the proof능 for t비s topology are rather complicated, the general

concept in R3 is quite straightforward and intuitive.
The model becomes a bit more difficult conceptually (as do the proofs!) when the
fourth dimension is added. However, the operation set valid in R3 works in R4 as well
when treated as an additional dimension in Euclidean space. The fourth dimension can be
applied to all types of cells, given a temporal delta for an n-cell. Figure 17 attempts to
illustrate this concept for the 0- and I-cell primitives.

The illustration is extensible to 2-

and 3-ceUs (omitted here .because the representations in 2-D may be co빼Ising).

I亡
space
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I- - spatio-temporal I - cell

•

spatia- temporal 2 • cell :
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0- cell

@
1 - cell

Figyre 17. Spatio-temporal cell complexes.

The "snapshot'’ is defined by the geometry of an n-cell (or topology of an ncomplex) at time tl , ana the topology of the spatio-temporal n+ 1- cell (complex) is
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defined by the

diff농rence

tl -

to.

In this context, time is treated as a continuous entity, t ,

with discrete times tl and to acting as boundaries to the time space (the n+ l- m빼fold).
The advantage ofthis approach is that standard 2-D spatial analytic techniques can
be applied in 4-D without the need for a new metric. While this model presents a sound
topolo멍cal
opt따lal

and geometric framework, no suggestions are put forth with respect to

data structures required for implementation and attribute associations, not to

mention a comprehensive object class taxonomy.

The W Model. Worboys [Wor9 2] has proposed a purely object-oriented spatiotemporal model.

The underlying assumptions for this model are that the geometry and

topology are embedded in 2-dimensional Euclidean space and that the temporal dimension
is handled as attributes to spatial objects. In this model a
2-D depending on its temporal attribute(s).

spati외

object occupies space in

The unary temporal dimension is considered

to be orthogonal to the Euclidean plane containing the geometry. It is additionally
assumed that temporal changes occur at finite , discrete points in time, and that time is
continuous and linear.

The 2-D space is "projected" through the unary

tempor외

dimension for analysis.
Although this model is not as topologically robust as the Pi model , it is presented

in

0비e따-oriented

terms and makes a contribution to the model developed in chapter 8.

The basic approach taken is to "project" geographic objects onto spatial and temporal
objects to form spatio-temporal or "ST" objects. An algebra is then employed for the
an외ysis of "ST" objects in R2.4
p야:enti외，

it is fundamentally intuitive and is a step in the direction of simpli텀ring problem

abstraction.

4

Al though this model has not been developed to its

R = set of real numbers.
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Geometrically and topologically, the W model is similar to the Pi model in R2.

Instead of n-cells, simplexes are used. Simplexes are geometric primitives combined to

fonn complexes. In R2, the primitive simplexes are the 0-, 1- and 2-simplexes, which
correspond to the familiar point, line and polygon geometry. A complex can be comprised
ofsimplexes which differ temporally. The temporal is added, forming O-T-, 1-T- and 2-Tsimplexes. These can be identically represented by the n-cells depicted in figure 17.
Figure 18 illustrates a complex comprised of simplexes having

di節rent

temporal

components. Note that the large triangular surface of the simplex is subdivided into two
simplexes forming the complex due to the

diff농rences

in the simplex’s temporal

component. These decomposed surfaces are referred to as temporal"atoms".
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Figure 18. Spatio-temporal simplices and complexes.

The hierarchical structure of ST objects is organized as shown in figure 19. The
base class is the abstract "spatial" class. Its derived classes are the "point" class and the
"ext" class. The "point" class contains simple x-y coordinate pairs and the "ext" class
contains extended objects in 2-D comprised of point sets. It is of interest to note that the
temporal component is not explicit in the class hierarchy.
The obvious shortcoming of this model is that it does not address geometry and
topology in R3. While it provides a sound foundation for extending the model to a true 4D model, the work has yet to be published. As it stands however, it is a good 3-D (in R2
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+ time) model given that the third dimension is temporal and exists in attribute space

projected onto the third dimension ofR3.

poml

Fi웰I효 19.

The hierarchy of ST objects.

CHAPTERV

TIm OPSTAMS DATAMODEL

MODEL OVERVIEW
As we have seen from the previous chapter, several basic themes have emerged
당om

the literature with respect to desired features and functionality of

spati외

analysis

systems. They should be object-oriented to aid abstraction and queries. They should be
able to represent knowledge.

They should be at least four-dimensional and have the

potential to handle continuous time as well as discrete time. The topology of the data
model should be continuous over four dimensions.

Additionally, they should take

advantage of the recent advances in both hardware and software techniques, most notably
parallel computers, object-oriented programming, and neural networks.
Models have been developed to address these issues one or two at a time, but the
literature does not yet offer a comprehensive model which addresses these issues
holistically and simultaneously.

The Object-Parallel Spatio-Temporal An alysis and

Modeling System (OPSTAMS) approach presented in the following sections will attempt
to

uni당

these issues under a single, comprehensive model. The underlying assumptions

for the model are that there are no implementational constraints for the model with respect
to data storage and that the host architecture is massively parallel.

Comoutational Geometrv and k-Dimensionalitv
The geometric framework for the OPSTAMS model comes from computational
geometry.l The methods of computational geometry are ιdimensional， where k is defined

1 Computational geometry is a fairly new discipline which is a combination of computer
science and classic 헤 geometry. For more information see [p re8S].
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by the problem space. This dissertation will only be concerned with k = 4, however,
because the model is consistent with computational geometry, it is extensible to k = n , as
needed. The four dimensions concentrated on here are the usual three Euclidean spatial
dimensions and time, which is assumed to be linear.
prim따ily

Computational geometry is

concerned with sets of points in space.

Points are usually embedded in hyperplanes, halfplanes of which can belong to polytopes
(convex polyhedra) of 4 (or more) dimensions.
파les

These are similar to the familiar points,

and polygons encountered in 2.5-0 GIS , but instead

e처st

in k dimensions. The

paradigm of computational geometry provides transitive closure of the topology of the
geometry in 4+ dimensions [p re85] [Hoc61]. A spatial data model developed around the
lemmas and theorems of computational geometry in 4 dimensions is easily extensible to as
many dimensions as analysis requires.

Visualization ofTemnoral Data in the OPSTAMS Environment
This model takes 'a different approach to the visualization of temporality than has
been examined thus far, in that time is treated both statically (snapshots) and dynamically
(animation). Time can be handled with a method that is a function for time, be it an
integral or a formula for the
associated with it.

당actal

dimension. Every spatial object has a timeO method

The inclusion of temporal methods as

p따t

of the primitive data

structure assists in simulation, especially where interpolations of geometry are required as
a function of time. The method may return a static value or function of time with respect
to X, y and z. The spati때 objects for a given space are displayed accordingly.
A

qu뻐tity

of time with different

st없ting

and ending times is an era. Eras are

either returned by the timeO method of an object (or objects), or by the user. The user
may speci 당 how time is handled during a session. If time is statically set to some arbitrary
point in time such as March 20, 1974, 외I spatial data extant for that time is displayed (at
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the day-level oftemporal granularity). Because time is treated as a member function to a
spatial object, it may be returned as a constant or varying over an interval as shown in

빼

Figure 20.

”
{

object

c
b

a
time
Fiwre 20.

Granul하ity

oftime.

For display, an era may be specified by setting a beginning time and an ending
time. The temporal granularity factor (step size) for the given space is set to the smallest
temporal interval contained in

때y

of the objects active in the given space. Visualization

of an era is accomplished by an animation which displays all spatial data for each time t for
the given space, where t is the granularity factor transfonned to display time. 2

Selection ofFour-Dimensional Data from a Two-Dimensional Disolav
At this point the astute reader may be wondering how it is possible to interactively
pick spatial data 잔om the screen when the screen is constrained to 2-D, but the data exists
in 4-D. This is accomplished by first defining the epoch (a point or era in time) and by
proje 따ing

the 3-D data onto 2-D 잔om two different perspective points. Each perspective

2
For ex없nple， a five-year era with one month granularity may be animated in five
seconds of display time. Display time is user-defined.
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view is mapped to its own window.

Each window holds one of the three spatial

dimensions constant while the other spatial dimensions and time may v하y. This technique
works equally well for both raster and vector objects in R4.
없파nation

Time varies due to the

of objects in each ofthe display windows.

Class Structures
The classes comprising the OPSTAMS model are developed from a

f농wp피nary

classes which represent the fundamental concepts of GIS and spatial analysis. The base
classes are abstract classes in that they do not directly contain any
methods. These base classes are the

GEOMJ따'RY

expli미t

data or

class, the DATA MANAGEMENT

class, the ANALYSIS class and the VISUALIZATION class (figure 21).

The

immediately-derived

OPSTAMS

DISPLAY

Fi웰I료요L

The fundamental abstract OPSTAMS classes.

member classes of these base classes are abstract classes which contain the fundamental
data structures and methods which will be combined by the container classes to provide
the necessary functionality required by a user. Abstract classes do not have data class
members, only member functions. For example, the Raster abstract class (derived
the Ge ometry class) contains a drawO method, but does not contain any

individu 허

잔om

cellsto
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draw. These are contained in classes which have been further derived. Any of the class
members may be null for either data or methods.

The Geometrv Class
The

GEOMJ따'RY

class is the cornerstone of the OPSTAMS

fundamental derived 미ass (and the true base 미ass) is the POINT

cl잃s. An

mod리

The

instance of the

POINT class in its simplest form consists of descriptors in four dimensions of a point: a
unique identifier, X, y, z coordinates and a time v쩌ue in the form of a method (figure 22).3
The timeO method is a polymorphic function that returns a single value (for permanently
fixed points), a tuple (for points which occupy space over a discrete duration oftime), or a
function (for points whose existence in time are detennined by other fa따ors).
The next fundamental derived class is the LINE class. LINE is derived from the
abstract class

GEOMJ따'Ry.

Line uses points, but is not derived from POINT. As in the

POINT class, the LINE class has members which are both static data types and methods.
A line is minimally defined by an identifier, two endpoints and an optional "curve" method
which can be used to define an arc or a complex curve (figure 23).

If the line is

adequately defined by the two endpoints, the curve method returns a null. The tempor외ity
ofthe line is inherited from the points it uses as defined in the POINT class.

3 Geometry is never stored for its own sake, only when associated with some userdefined object.
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A class member function.

The Line class does not inherit directly from the Point class as one might expect.
Rather, it uses the Point class. This distinction is most easily described as the diff농rence

between the has-a and is-a relations. A line has two endpoints (which are Point 0비 ects)，
a line is geometry. Therefore, a Line object contains Point objects as class members. 4
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The Line class i떠1erits from the Vector abstract class.

4 The rest ofthe GEOM따'RY class is derived from the Point and Line classes. The
complete GEO~正TRY class diagram is contained in Appendix A.
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The Data Management Class
Because data is distributed out among the various objects, a standard relational
database management system will not adequately support the level of abstraction the
OPSTAMS model allows. Unless an object specific허ly contains an instance of a table or a
relatio n, the table or relation may not exist elsewhere in the system. Each object defined

in the model has particular needs with respect to data storage, transformation and
manipulation. The Data Management class exists to provide the basic data structures and
operations required by specific objects.

Objects can inherit the required functionality

either from their own immediate superclasses or directly from the Data Management
subclasses.
The Data Management class provides many data structures which can be used
according to the type of data at hand. Data structures are themselves objects and so can
be encapsulated into other objects which in tum can be stored in the object database.
Obje따s
o비e따s).

are

inter-re뚫renced

by pointers to the object identifiers (objects containing

For example, a road network might be an

0비 ect

stored as an

a매 acency

matrix

or linked list. Container classes can be created which hold collections of va더ous objects
from

diff농rent

classes. As long as they are contained within an object, they may be stored

in the object database.
One of the

potenti떠 pit훨lis

of such a schema is that a user may throw everything

into one big collection class object. Such an approach would be carrying the ease of data
abstraction theme a bit (ar and would be counterproductive. Queries would be difficult
and very slow, and would negate the positive attributes of the object paradigm. 5 As with
any data model, care must be taken to organize data so as to optimize the system, given its

5 Throwing everything into one container class is tantamount to assigning all data to a
single table in a relational model.
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constraints. One of the arguments against object orientation is that it requires careful
thought "Up front" with respect to class design. This is true, but is

necess없y

in order to

reap the benefits of a well organized data model. In general, the greater the level of
abstraction a model provides, the easier it is to corrupt.

Object-Oriented Database

ManalZem해t

(OODBMI. Turnkey

0바 ect-oriented

data

management systems have only recently been appearing commercially. This is a relatively
new way of doing business as well as representing a paradigm shift away from the
traditional relational concept of database management. In the OPSTAMS model, there is
a distributed database, in that every object defined in the system may contain data in its
proprietary form. As a

res비t，

the data doesn’t reside in one physical place such as a

table with references to the

spati떠

entities as it would in a traditional relational DBMS.

O빼

Instead, data is encaps비ated directly with each spati외 object and is physically located in

storage according to the hierarchical organization of the relevant classes. Relationships
between objects are handled by pointers to

0비 ect

identifiers.

The structure of class hierarchy and their respective objects is held statically in the
storage device through persistence.

Persistence ensures that what has been created

dynamically in memory is preserved accurately in storage.

A persistent object is one

which is created dynamically and remains static between sessions. For example, if a spati때
analysis is performed which results in a new polygon, the polygon is an instance of some
class and has data members (and possibly functions) associated with it. It is stored in the
database in this fashion, with pointer references to its superclass and members.
successive sessions, the data is available from the object as it was stored.
functionality is contained in the ObjectMgmt class.

In
This
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Concurrencv in Data An alvsisIn data management, "concurrency" has been
traditionally ref농rred to as a simultaneous request for data from a distributed user base. In
the parallel world, the distributed user base may be other objects or processors as well as
Object locking is the means by which an object’s data members are rendered

users.

inaccessible while data elements are added, deleted or modified.
A locked object ·sends messages out to all other objects related to the locked
object.

Dependencies are thereby updated throughout class hierarchies.

Such

communication is instigated by an event. An event is any operation on or behavior by any
。이야 W비ch eith하

changes its own

st따e

or that of other

0비eαs.

OODBMS are

considered to be event-driven.
In the case of shared-memory parallelism, operations which access an object’s data
members could occur simultaneously across all nodes. However, if the data member is
modified, all operations would have to go into a wait state until all related objects have
been updated. For distributed memory parallelism, it may be preferable to create II copy"
objects which are distributed to each of the nodes.
upd따es

After all operations are finished ,

can then be made. Such an approach is best suited to MIMD configurations.

The An alvsis Class
pro띠des

a minimum level of function떠ity to perform spatial

analysis and data transformations.

It is expected that a user would build upon the

The

analy야 s

class

framework offered in this class to tailor applications for specific analytical requirements.
New classes can easily be derived and augmented as needed (see b리ow).
The three base abstract analysis classes are Spatial, As patial and User. The

Spati외

class contains operational objects which are applied to objects residing in the Geometry
미ass. Aspatial

operational objects are applied to data members of any class. For instance,
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the transformation class would contain routines for performing coordinate transfonnations
between map projections.
The user class is provided as a

placeh이der

for user-defined operations. This is

where the flexibility to the OPSTAMS model is utilized. A user can

i퍼lerit

from

뻐.y

of

the existing classes in the fonnation of new, application-specific classes. There is no limit
to the extensibility of the user class.

Although user classes can exist in the other

OPSTAMS base classes (GEOMETRY, etc.), it is the An alysis class where most of the
class expansion is intended to t와ce place. A user can i비lerit from any of the other classes
in the model as needed in support of analysis or display.

The Disolav Class

The Display class (Figure 24) contains the methods that can be applied to various
spatial objects in order to support visualization and best represent the data on the screen
(or other graphic output

de찌ce).

These methods include basic screen operations, ray

tracing, foregroun d/b ackground operations, perspective and multi-media

eff농cts.

The

Display class is comprised mostly of member functions , rather than data. This class is
highly dependent on the other main abstract classes (Geometry, Data Management and
An alysis) , especially when animation is employed.

뀐웰쁘요 4.

The Display class.
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The Display class uses many objects from the Geometry, Data Management and
Analysis classes.

Geometry objects can be used by the displayO member function to

display the objects. Data structures originating in the Data Management class are used by
the Display class member functions to properly organize data for display. In the case of
query-based animatioπ objects returned from a query over an epoch will result in the need
for the chronological ordering ofthe objects for display.
Another example of this interdependency is ray tracing. Ray tracing is

geometrically dependent on perspective as the viewpoint moves through space and time.
It doesn’t matter if a Geometry object uses a Display class member function or the Display

class member function uses the Geometry object, the result is the same. This is one of the
ways in which the object-oriented paradigm eases problem abstraction. Polymorphism
allows the displayO function (for example) to be used by other classes.
Conversely, the displayO member function can be used in the Geometry subclasses
by objects so that they can display themselves on the screen. It is likely that a user would
없
e
nc
않
aps떼떼비l삐
at얻
e

Display

미
c la
잃5S

methods in

newκ’

application

때
s pec
뎌ific 미
c lasses.

For instance, a

user-defined class such as Graph (containing a road network) might use the

Di.φlayO

member function from the Visual abstract class to draw the road network.
Polvmomhic Functions
Polymorphism and
paradigm. These

pro찌de

encaps비ation

are the most powerful concepts of the object

the greatest contribution to the ease of problem abstraction to

the OPSTAMS model. Most ofthe abstract base classes in the OPSTAMS model contain
methods which are inherited by their respective subclasses. The Visual abstract Display
class contains the D때짜'0 member function, the An alysis class has the member functions

GetDataO and

PutDαtaO

contained in the abstract classes Spatial and As patial. These

functions are inherited by other classes which need their functionality and are modified to
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the specific needs of the inheriting class.

The best

ex없nple

of this is the DisplayO

function.
The DisplayO function originates as a member function in the abstract Visual class
from the Display hierarchy.

We have seen how a Geometry object can

i버lerit

the

DisplayO function in order to display itself on the screen. Slight changes are made to the
function

잃

it appears in the Line class from how it appears in the Point class. User-

defined classes can 외so take advantage of the DisplayO function, as needed. Because of
polymorphism, much of the original code can be reused

thrOU!패

an application.

Additionally, the user (application developer) does not need to keep track of many names
for the same conceptual operation. It is always DisplayO.
Decomnosition
For simplicity, decomposition in the OPSTAMS model is limited to the domain
and control decomposition techniques.

These two techniques are adequate for the

majority of needs in a spatial analysis and display system.

Much of the domain

decomposition is inherent in the object class hierarchy. An example of this would be the
nodes and edges of a graph object. Control decomposition can be applied to procedureoriented objects such those associated with perspective and ray tracing in visualization.
The manner in which decomposition is executed is dependent on the parallel
architecture being utilized. Typically, domain decomposition will most often be employed
with SThID configurations while the control decomposition techniques are better suited to
:MIMD archtitectures.

Domain decomposition is easier to do "on the fly"

automated to be performed at execution time. Control
needs to be more carefully executed.
par외l리

execution.

decompositioκ

뻐d

can be

on the other hand ,

lnividual algorithms need to be optimized for
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Svstem Level Functionalitv
The organization of the model is to support mod비따ity in application development.
This approach is similar to the toolbox approach found in the current generation of GIS ,
but differs in that this approach takes advantage of late binding and dynamic linking, while
the current generation is constrained by early binding. In the current generation, a system
is compiled by the vendor and distributed to users. The users are provided with a macro
language through which they can manipulate the system to provide analytic functionality.
One of the drawbacks ·to this approach is that interpreted commands are slow in
application settings.
Generic GIS are designed to provide the most functionality to the most users, and
most users are not very sophisticated at this time. There is a small group of users who are
sophisticated, and it is this group which usu외Iy perfonns the application programming for
the less sophisticated users. These applications are typically designed around a limited
problem space and the user is typically trained to use the applicatio n, not to be an expert in
GIS and spatial analysis per se.
Resulting applications are therefore carrying around excess "baggage" in terms of
unutilized functionality overhead.

For example, a dispatch application designed to

perfonn shortest path calculations for emergency vehicle response probably has little or no
use for overlay analysis..But, because the generic GIS provides this functionality as
ofthe package in precompiled fonn, the dispatch application must

"c따η"

p없t

this unutilized

functionality. The penalty is usually evidenced by slow application execution times.
Another penalty

eχacted

on

applica다on

developers by the current generation of

GIS is due to relational databases held internally to contain spatial data models. Execution
time and storage space penalties are paid because these architectures are either not open,
or are highly protected. The reasons are usually twofold: 1) to protect the user

잠om
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corrupting the data model , and 2) to prevent competitors from gaining access to the
system internals.
The OPSTAMS approach supports an open architecture in that it supplies classes
(피

raw code form). A developer is able to compile hislher own system by selecting just

the fun따ionality required by the problem space from the classes available, and adding new
functionality and classes as

necess없y.

While this approach requires a

comfortable in an object-oriented programming

en찌ronment，

developer to be

the advantage to the user is

a fast, easy to use, streamlined application. Such an approach takes advantage of object
modularity, late binding, dynamic linking and code reuse, all of which are good software
engineering practices.
AUser’s Persoective
To the user, the OPSTAMS model should
order to demonstrate this , we will
objects from

미asses

to perform an

dev리op

analy잉 s.

an

pro찌de

ex없nple

easy problem abstraction. In

of how a user might connect

Suppose that the user wishes to model a bus

rider’s trip from one point to another. Let us further suppose that the OPSTAMS model
has been implemented and provides a graphical user interface that permits a user to create
and use objects from classes via network programming. In

t삐s

environment a

us하

can

develop an analysis run by simply connecting icons on the screen which represent classes. 6
The An alysis class offers an abstract class for users to derive their own classes
from: the An alysis::User class. Because most object-oriented programming languages do
not allow anyone but the programmer to instantiate a new standalone class, a socket must
be supplied so that any user-specified classes can "connect" to the rest of the class

6

Advanced Visual Systems off농rs such an interface for its UNIX-based software.
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hierarchy. The abstract User class facilitates such a connection. The user can create any
class needed for analysis under the An alysis: :User class.

The example we will use to illustrate this process will be to apply the OPSTAMS
class structure to create a class that will allow for the modeling of a bus rider' s trip from a
휠.ven st하ting

point to some arbitr하y destination. The relationships between 더ders， routes

and stops are somewhat complicated in that a rider uses multiple stops and possibly
multiple routes, a route has multiple stops and multiple riders and a stop has multiple
riders and may have multiple routes. Figure 25 illustrates these many-to-many
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Fhrure 25. M없ly-to-many relationships between 미asses.

In order to perform the analysis, three classes will be derived from the
An alyis::User abstract class: Rider, BusStop and Route. Bus stops make good objects

because they have data members (l ocation, bus routes, waiting riders, etc.) and behavior
(scheduled stops) that can be encapsulated together. The class for bus stops will be called
BusStop and will be derived from the User class (because it is user-specified) but will use
objects from other p하ts ofthe model as wel1. The Route class will contain route numbers,
stop locations and times.

Because of the many-to-many nature of the relationships

6S
between Rider, Route

없，d

BusStop, these three classes will be created independently of
i비1erited

one another as opposed to being

(one might think that BusStop should derive

from Route, for example).
A menu selection would put the user into "create class" mode. The user can
speci당

what data and behavior the Rider, Route and BusStop classes will need. In this

example, the user will

the rider’s starting time and location as well

speci당

잃

the

destination location and a time constraint for total travel. The Ri der class would look
something like Figure 26, below. The user would

speci당

which data members of the

newly created class were inherited from other classes, or were unique to the new class.
The Ri der class will contain data members for the rider’s location as well as member
functions

for

an떠ysis.

the

For

example,

the

Ri der.startJocation

and

the

Ri der.destination_location would be derived from the Geometry: :Point class. Rider.Id and
Ri der.total_travel_time would be new and unique to Ri der.
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The Route class will contain number, path and stop data members.

The

Route.number will be a new unique value to the class. Path will be derived from the
An alysis::Network class.

Thus a Route.path will inherit path origin and destination

pare따

class so the route's originating location and destination can be

members from its

determined. A Route.path would be a list data structure containing road segments. So
that the path can be handled as a single edge in the shortest path algorithm, data members
Route.Path_start and Route.path_finish would be derived from the path’s edge list by a
class member function Route.find_endsQ.

The Route.stop data member would be a

structure containing a sched비ed time and stop number.
The BusStop class will contain new data members stop_number, location,
stop_time, and routes. BusStop.stop_time is a list oftime intervals when the location is
active as a stop. For

ex~ple，

if a bus from a given route is scheduled to stop there at

4:00, the stop_time duration would cover a reasonable

interv외

to account for the bus

being slightly early or late, say from 3:50 through 4: 10. The BusStop.routes data member
would be a list data structure containing Route objects. For example if route numbers 33
and 17 are scheduled for stops at the stop, the BusStop.time values can be determined
한om

the BusStop.route member objects because Route objects have "stop" data members.

Because route scheduling is likely to change from time to time, a member function will be
added to provide the determination of the stop interval. This member function will be
called

c외c_timesQ.

Once the classes have been defined, the user can initialize the values for analysis.
A menu selection would provide this option.

The user might set the Rider.Id to 1,

Rider.start_time to 9:00, click on points ofa map on the screen to set the Ri der.origin and
Rider.destination locations, and enter 2 hrs. for Rider.total_travel_time. Via the on-screen

network programming interface, the user could connect the

디der 0비 ect

to a map

0비 eet.

A menu selection "Analyze" would execute the analysis. When the shortest path has been
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found , the Rider.neural_findyathO member function will graphically highlight the path on
the map on the screen.
In order to perform the analysis, some analytic

function허ity

is needed. In this

example, it is provided by using the Ri der.neural_findyathO member function derived
from the An alysis::Network class. The

Rider.neural퍼ndyathO

neural-network based shortest path algorithm that requires

ori벌n

member function is a

and destination locations

and times in order to execute, but can efficiently handle dynamic network topologies. The
times are required because we are modeling bus routes and stops, which can be temporally
stochastic, in that their locations are not always bus stops at all times , but rather over
interv외s oftime7. Bus routes mayor may not exist for a road at a given time ofthe day.

In the real world, bus stops and routes may only be in service for limited times

during the day. This correlates to temporally stochastic nodes and edges in a network. In
the

neura댄뼈'yathO

algorithm, bus stops and routes that are not in

seπice

at the

Rider.start time and and Ri der.start time + Ri der.total travel time are excluded from the
an외ysis.

융om

This happens because the neuralJindyathO algorithm builds its adjacency list

nodes (B usStop objects which contain Route objects and vice versa) contained in the

map specified by the user.
The algorithm would search the node objects (from which the BusStop objects are
derived) and edge objects (from Route) of the map and examine each of their respective

timeO member functions for compatibility with the analysis. Only nodes and edges whose
times are "true" for the query on the specified time

inteπal

(Ri der.start_time

Rider.start_time + Rider.total_travel_time) are included for the analysis.

•

This query

ensures that the nodes and edges used in the analysis represent active routes and stops

7 Bus stops could be specified as candidates explicitly, however, the timeO member
provides candidacy implicitly and therefore more robust.
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being active. The actual user process of creating the Rider, BusStop and Route classes
and performing the analysis is illustrated in the process flow diagram in Figure 27.

cπale

Ri der class

S홈cifymap

inherit from Geometry.: Point

i 버lerit from Ar뻐 lysis:: Network

spc:c;κy llCwc!ass검pccifiκ mcm야rs

Fi l!U re 27. Process flow diagram for the Ri der example.

The advantage the OPSTAMS model has over traditional approaches lies in the
ease of abstraction and the application of the neural network based shortest path
algorithm. The user needs only to be concerned with the salient features of the problem:
the rider, the bus stops and the bus routes. If a route is changed, no additional changes
need to be made to the model because the data members are either shared or inherited by
the other 0비 ects in the model. For example if a new stop is added to a route, it is picked
up by the BusStop class because BusStop contains Route objects and stop times are
determined within BusStop.calc_timeO.

Because the topology of the network is

dependent on the riders travel time constraints, the neural shortest path algorithm supports
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the transitory nature of bus stops and routes. 8 A parallel implementation would provide
more rapid solution times than could be had for dynamic network topologies solved by
traditional methods.

8 Ref농r to Chapter 8 for details ofthe neural shortest path algorithm.

CHAPTER VI

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS IN SPATIAL ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Recently neural nets have been successfully applied to many different problems in
optimization, pattern recognition, general classification and forecasting.

A good

application for a neural net is one for which standard procedural approaches either fail (are
intraαable) or

are computationally infeasible. Neural network applications are sometimes

referred to as "parallel distributed processing" due to the inherently parallel nature of the
networks.
Fundamentally, a neural net is a set ofvectors (layers) ofnodes, each node from a
layer being completely connected to its adjacent layer(s) of nodes via weighted links
known as "synapses". In this configuration, one layer serves as the input vector, one or
more layers act as "hidden" vectors and one layer acts as the output vector. In Figure 27,
the row of nodes labeled i is the input layer.

The row of nodes labeled j is the "hidden

layer" , and the row ofnodes labeled k is the output layer.!
The middle layer is

refeπed

to as the hidden layer because only the input and

output layers are visible, that is, data is accessed directly only through those two layers.
Transformations are performed on the data in the middle layer by the network.

Often

1 There is an implicit connection to computational geometry here in that input nodes
represent discriminants, which, in turn, correspond to hyperplanes.
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there is more than one hidden layer, depending on the needs of a given model. The
connections between the layers are c때led "synaptic weights"

(w헤 and ，까jk

in Figure 28).

1-

k힌웰re

28. A typical neural network topology.

These weights are the transformation functions which
outputs of the previous layer’s nodes.

ampli당

or attenuate the

The net input to each node at the hidden and

output layers are the sums of the weighted outputs of the nodes from the previous layer.
Typically, the weights are iteratively adjusted across the layers until the errors at the
output nodes have converged to some pre-determined limit. This process in known as
"Ie따ning".

To next layer
or final output

a;= f(Oj)

Fi웰I효요요， Neuron

activation.
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Nodes in the input layer receive raw data as input. Nodes in the hidden 뻐d output
layers accept weighted output from

pre、nous

layers as in Figure 29. Activity at a hidden

or output layer consists of summing the weighted inputs, exposing that sum to an
activation function and transmitting the

produ따

as output. The net summation function

("collection") function is typically

el.. PI
.,. i =
ii a .,. i
- kJ W
•• lJ
“ Pi
’

1:
mas
--ν

Ii ,

j
whereneφ，j

is collected term for pattern p

weight between node j in the

pre、nous

와

node i in the current layer, wij is the synapse

layer and node i in the current layer, apj is the

activation of node j in the current layer for pattern p , and the bias term represents a
connection to a node of constant output in the previous layer.
The activation function is of the form ai =.f{ne한). Activation functions themselves
are usually taken as either the sigmoid function

a PI
.,. i

-

...
1 +

- net

’

e
the unit step function (S(x)) api = 0 for ne￥i = 0, 1 fbr ne￥; > 0 and -I

for ne￥; < 0 , or

its integral, the unit ramp function (R(x)) ap ; = 0 for nefp ; <= 0, and 1 for ne숭;> O.

Discriminants and Hvoerolanes
The basic statistical concept that sets the stage for successful application of neural
networks is Bayes’ decision rule. 2 Simply stat，~d， Bayes’ decision rule says that X belongs
to class C ifand only ifgj(x0 > gi(x0, where gi(x0 is the decision function for class j (for

2

A complete treatise on Bayesian statistics is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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all i = 1, "., n; i"*

j). The products of applying Bayes’ decision rule are called the

discriminants. The discriminants are detennined by probability distributions ofX falling in
class C. In Figure 30, the three bell curves correspond to the probability ofXbelonging to
C t> C2 or C3 (or, p(C, 찌).

’‘ ’
l

‘

-2

.,

뀐웰쁘흐요:. Discriminants

Each intersection of the probability curves indicates a threshold number
corresponding to a

po피t

on the horizontal (x) axis.

Each threshold number is a

discriminant. In Figure 29, the discriminants are Xl , x2 and x3' The above example is twodimensional. In n-space, the discriminants are hyperplanes that split up the pattern space
into attribute volumes.

Hyperplanes are two-sided , and so can be thought of as n-

dimensional"curtains" between cIusterings ofpatterns based on similar attributes.

앨빡ng

Networks are "trained" by assigning the proper results to the output nodes and
then letting the hidden layer "settle" into a set of wei맹ts which will

앤ld

the correct

output when presented with new data. This process is known as "supervised learning" or
"training by example". The imposed solution is then removed from output layer and the
network is ready to accept new data. Once the network has been satisfactorily trained it
can perform its job without any further supervision.
훨venby

The

supeπised

learning function is
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L\

Wij = Aai[낀-bj] ，

where wij is the synapse ~eight between a pair of nodes in layers j and), A is the learning
rate, Qj is the activation of the i th node in one layer, 컨 and h) are the target and actual
activations ofthe}h node in an adjacent layer.
Another training approach is called "unsupervised learning" or "self-organization".

In unsupervised learning, weight adjustments are not made by comparison to some target

output, but rather after each

iteratioπ

one node is selected as the "winner" and the other

synapse weights are adjusted accordingly.

The

unsupeπised

learning function can be

represented by the equation

A αl 젠 -

mIn

(αλ

iλ j) ,

where (i) ij is the synapse weight between nodes in layers i and),

λ j is the activation of the

jth

α

is the learning rate,

node in one layer and λ'} is the node activation in 때

‘

a ljacent layer.
Not 외I neural networks allow for training , however. The Hopfield network model

(b elow) simply converges to target

eπors

which are provided to it. The same network

may be reused many times for different objectives by simply changing the target errors of
the individual nodes.
Neural Models
The two most common neural network models are the back-propagation
(backprop) network model and the Hopfield network model. Of these, the most widely
applied model is the backprop model , followed closely by the Hopfield model and its
derivatives.
Hopfield

Backprop models are typified by multiple-layered networks while the

v하iety

are usually single-layered. There are several other

they are usually some variant of these two basic models.

pop비ar

models, but

Because these models are the
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two most commonly applied , it stands to reason that they are the most likely candidates
for applications in spati때 an외YSIS.

Backpropagation Networks.

The architecture of backpropagation networks is

typified by Figure 27 .3 Although they usually consist of three layers, several hidden
layers can be used, depending on problem complexity.
layer model is sufficient for

so비ng

even the most

It has been 따맑ed that the three
compleχ

pattern spaces [pa089].

Backpropagation networks are very good at pattern recognition and image classification
[Hee92]. This model requires

trai피ng，

which can be very time consuming. Additionally,

due to the highly iterative nature of neural network algorithms, they are usually very timecostly to operate.
The term "backpropagation" is short for "backpropagation of error".

This refers

to the notion ofintroducing data to the first layer of nodes, applying the synapse weighting
so as to propagate an error at the second layer.

The second layer then sends the

"activated" data through the next set ofweighted synapses to the output layer, where the
cum비ative

error is sent back up the network,

a배usting

the synapse weights along the

way. Thus, the error is propagated backward through the network.
The number of input layer nodes is determined by granularity of the input data
(number of variables). The number of nodes in the hidden layer is somewhat arbitrary,
with the number being gener허 ly larger than the number of output nodes. The output layer
requires a 1: 1 mapping between the number of output nodes and the number of output
patterns or classes specified. The objective function is typified by

3 These are sometimes referred to as Generalized Delta Rule algorithms. A complete
explanation ofthe Generalized Delta rule is beyond the scope ofthis dissertation. For a
complete treatise, see [p oa89].
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·빼

where

E

?“ ri
P

--

op

p

?}

E is the eπor， p is the vector of tr.허ning patterns, i is the vector of output nodes, t

is the desired output (tr입ning objective) and 0 is the actual activation on a node.
HODfield Networks. Unlike the backprop

mod리，

Hopfield nets typically have only

one layer. All ofthe nodes ofthe layer are interconnected and feed back to themselves as
well as acting as the input and output nodes. Figure 31 shows the topology of a typical
Hopfi리d

net. Additionally, Hopfield nets are not "trained" but "encoded". Encoding is a

process by which a pattern is stored in the net's "memory". This is usually accomplished
by a set ofvectors such that
Wi =j{A)lRi ,
where Wi represents the vector of conductances between the ith and}h nodes, j{A) the
activation function for the nodes, and Ri is the vector of resistances between the ;th and
}h nodes. The function j(A) and the vector Ri are user-specified. Specific applications
usually require more complex encoding functions , but the above equation

seπes

as a

generic foundation.

Fi웰I설L.

Recall, the

complement따y

The topology of a Hopfield net.

action to encoding, is the process by which a stored

pattern is retrieved from memory for comparison. It is accomplished by giving the nodes
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some pattern and then allowing the net to "resonate" by sending messages between nodes
along the synapses until the net stabilizes at a retrieved pattern.

The most common

activation function used is the unit step function where j{x) = 1 ifx > O,j{x) = -1 ifx < 0
and j{x) = x ifx = O. The resistance vector R is

hi앙uy

application specific and usually

requires considerable tweaking in order to elicit the proper responses from the net.
Because of the user-specified activation function
nets are ideally suited to
path calculation,

때d

pro비ems

삐d

resistance vectors, Hopfield

rooted in combinatorial optimization such as shortest

locational optimization. The example presented in the next chapter

utilizes a variant of the Hopfield net and illustrates how a neural network can be used to
solve a single pair shortest path problem.

Neural Nets and the Obiect Paradigm
Neural networks fit nicely into the object paradigm at two levels. At the first
each layer of nodes is contained in a vector, which is treated as an object.
between layers are represented by
vector or

없Tay

aπays

lev리，

Synapses

and can be treated as matrix objects. Each

has a general operation it perfonns and passes data into and out of itself

All nodes can be considered instances of the vector objects (i. e. , a u뻐y arrays). Each

node has an encapsulated set of data and methods on which it operates. The same holds
true for individual synapses. A synapse set between two layers is a matrix object. Each
individual synapse

(w하')

is an instance of the object with a specific reference to a location

in the matrix. Because layers and synapse matrices are objects, messages can be passed to
them to update themselves.
At the second level,. a higher level of abstraction can be had with respect to
programming. Class hierarchies can be constructed which reflect the natural organization
ofthe components of a network. For instance, a matrix class derives from a vector class
and so on.

If the programming language being used to implement the net supports
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operator overloading, a shorthand can be devised so that otherwise complicated matrix
operations can be simplified, allowing the user to add vectors and matrices as simply as
numbers. 4

Neural Nets and Parallelism
Neural networks inherently have a great deal of

parall리ism.

~

typical

decomposition to a SIMD architecture is to treat each layer of nodes as a vector, assigr뻐g
each node to a processor in the vector of processors. The adjustments to the synapse
weights and node activations can be performed in parallel. When all nodes have finished
their respective operations, the next layer can be loaded into the processor vector for
processing.

This process continues until all of the nodes have converged to their

respective target errors.
The disadvantage of u허ng a SIMD implementation is that there may be
time-outs when

sever외

nodes converge significantly earlier than others.

sigr펴cant

~

MIMD

implementation can avoid the time-out problem because the first layer nodes which have
converged early can instantly move on and begin processing at the next layer level, i.e. , the
topology is dynamic. For optimization problems that are usually approached with some
form of Simpleχ algorithms, inherently parallel neural approaches offer more promise for
rapid solutions.

Simplex routines are difficult to parallelize, and are best suited to

conventional sequential implementations [B lu92].

4 Operator overloading is supported by object-oriented languages such as C++. ~ class
operation is assigned to an operator such as "+". When the operator is used with members
of the class for which the overload is defined, the operation is executed as specified in the
class code. For example, if the "+" operator is defined as being overloaded for the Point
class two instances ofPoint, ptl and pt2 can be added by specifYi ng pt3 = ptl + pt2. This
is an obvious improvement over pt3.x = pt l.x + pt2.x and so on for y and z.
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NeuJ"aLNets in Soatial An alvsis
The first applications of neural networks to appear in the GISlRemote Sensing
literature were applications of pattern recognition in image processing via raster GIS (see

[Fit91] and [Hee92]).

Not much appears in the literature to date with respect to

applications in vector-base systems.

There are many non-graphic and non-spatial

applications for pattern recognition based algorithms in urban an허ysis. Backprop models
could be developed for finding principal components in highly auto-correlated data sets
such as those used in hedonic pricing models. There is great potential for utilizing neural
nets in

spati떠

analysis systems for the solution of optimization problems and other

Operations Research-based problems.

The OPSTAMS model lends itself well to the

inclusion ofthis methodology because ofits paralleVobject foundation.

CHAPTER vn
THE OPSTAMS MODEL APPLIED TO SHORTEST PA'πIPROBLEMS

OVERVIEW
In order to demonstrate how the OPSTAMS model can be applied to problems in

the urban setting, the model will be applied to the single-pair shortest directed path
problem. The shortest directed path problem, rooted in graph theory, is well known and
has many applications in vehicle routing, electrical power transmission, communications,
and contributes to the solution of other higher-order operations research and optimization
problems such as location allocation.
A network is constructed from nodes which represent places and edges which
connect the nodes and represent the cost associated with moving from a given node to an
adjacent one along a common edge. The cost may represent travel time, fares , or any
other measure. The algorithms applied to the solution of shortest path problems will all
handle any cost abstraction that can be represented as a number associated with an edge.
In its most simple form , flows are permitted along either direction of an edge, but the
problem can be complicated by constraints on direction of travel along an edge, maximum
or minimum costs of edges and penalties for traveling a given edge or edges.

The Diikstra Al gorithm
The most famous (and still one of the most efficient) algorithm for solving the
shortest path problem was given by Dijkstra in 1959 [Dij59].
algorithm is well documented [Co버0].

The correctness of this

Dijkstra’s algorithm takes a given graph and
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decomposes the graph into lists of nodes and edges. Edges with negative costs are not
allowed. Adjacency is computed for each node and either stored in adjacency lists or in 때
a에acency

matrix. Given a source and destination node pair, the algorithm then iterates

through the node list,

ex없m띠ng

edges connecting adjacent nodes, seeking the least cost

path to any adjacent node. The node at the end of the least-cost edge becomes, in turn,
the next "source" node. The algorithm terminates when a path has been constructed to the
destination node.
πIe

computational complexity of the adjacency list version of Dijkstra'’s algorithm

(implemented sequentially) is on the order of 0(n2) , where n = the total number of nodes
on the graph. This

comple잉ty

is for the execution of the algorithm

야'er

the adjacencies

have been determined. The adjacency finding procedure itself has a time complexity of
approximately O(ne2), where n = total number ofnodes on the graph and e = total number
of edges on the graph.

So, the data preparation stage of the shortest path finding

procedure is more time consu띠ng than the core algorithm. l In pseudocode, the complete
sequential process is as follows:
construct list ofnodes and edges with r，행'rences to endpoints
construct adjacency lists
for each node
search edge list for aφ;acent nodes
adda，ψiacent nodes to the current node's aψ;acency list
for each node βtarting at source, construct minimum pa찌
search adjacency list for adjacent nodes
search edge listfor minimum cost connected edge
selectenφoint ofminimum cost edge for next node
add node to path list
ifnext node = destination
quit φ'rintpat깨
else
continue

1 This time must be accounted for. It is not an accurate measure ofthe overall time
complexity to pre-process the input data off-line and not include that time in the overall
solution time.
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In the next section, the OPSTAMS model will be applied to the sequential Dijkstra

algorithm to illustrate the level of abstraction that can be

att빼ed

by organizing the

structure of the algorithm according to an appropriate class hierarchy. Once an

a피ect-

oriented version ofDijkstra has been presented, it will be extended with parallelism.

An Obiect Diikstfa. The OPSTAMS implementation of Dijkstra will directly use

classes derived from the four primary

abstraα

classes: Geometry, Data Management,

Analysis, and Display. Figure 32 shows the class structure for OPSTAMS Dijkstra.
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Figure 32. Class structure for object Dijkstra.
Everything begins with the Point class. Point allows for the creation of Point
objects. The coordinates for the points which will become the nodes of the graph are
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loaded via the Point.setO member function. The Node class is derived from Point and so
has access to the coordinates contained in the Point objects. The Node class adds its own
private data members such as Node .id and Node .label. Each Node object has its own Li st
O비 ect

for holding a에 acent Nodes.

Because List is a class which contains its own

members and functions , by using List

obje따s

within Node objects, Node objects have

access to the List class functions like List.!nsertO. A Node object can add adjacent nodes
via theMαie.List.InsertO member function.
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Fi l!Ure 33. Class containment in object Dijkstra.

The Edge class, for illustrative purposes, does not derive directly

잔om

the Node

class, but is derived from the abstract geometry class and uses Node objects as endpoints.
This is a subtle

distinctioπ

but shows that (in

C뷰)

inheritance is not the only way in

which objects from one class may reuse code from another class. Indeed, the Li st in the
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Node class has been imported from the Data Management abstract class. Figure 33 shows
the Edge class containment hierarchy.
The An alysis abstract class contains the derived class Network. Network has a
member function FindNeighborsO which uses Node and Edge objects. Because adjacency
IS

an

빼려ytical

functionality it is contained in the An alysis::Network class rather than in

the Node or Edge class. There is no reason why FindNeighborsO couldn’t belong to the
Node class other than it is more consistent to the OPSTAMS model for adjacency to
belong to and An alysis-derived class.

Simil따Iy，

the actual Dijkstra algorithm is a member

function of the An alysis: :Network class as well.

Finally, after the Network.DijkstraO

member function has discovered the shortest path between two given nodes, the resulting
path can be listed or displayed graphically via member functions of the Display class.
There is now a higher level of abstraction available to the programmer/user, in that

all ofthe messy details such as nested for-loops are included in class member functions. In
order to put together a shortest path ru n, the pseudocode below is all that is needed.

Enter origin and destination node numbers
Nαie.setO
&행·e.setO

Network. FindNeighbors(Node[], Edge[])
Network.Dijkstra(Node[], E앵'e[])
N강twork.displayyathO
In turn, this abstraction could be abstracted to the next higher level by encapsulating the
above pseudocode into a member function ShortPathO which belongs to another An alysisderived class Graph. The entire process could be invoked through a simple command

Graph. ShortPath(Graph, Node , Node). In fact , this level of abstraction is exactly what is
needed for the analysis oftopologically dynamic networks.
Recall from Chapter 6 that one of the member functions of the Point class is the

Point.timeO member function. For

simplificatioπ assume

that Point. timeO returns a 1 or
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a 0, corresponding to whether or not the node exists at some time

to. 2

Additionally, we

are only interested in calling Network. DijkstraO for that static point in time, to. All that is
required of the user is to specify time to and the member function will return the shortest
path using only the nodes that exist at

to.

Now the algorithm can be run by calling

Graph.ShortP ath(Graph, Node, Node, time).

Because time is a local variable, the member function call could be put into a loop
and iterated over some time interval specified by the loop incrementer. Nodes whose

timeO member functions return 0 for the specified time are null objects and effectively do
not exist for time to. Al l the user needs to specify to perform the analysis is to supply the
par없neters

Graph object (a predefined set ofNode and Edge objects), two Node objects

(the ori밍n and destination nodes), and a time variable (a static point in time).
So far, the OPSTAMS model has made problem abstraction easier, but there is no
improvement in operation 떠 performance. The algorithm is st피 fundamentally an O(n2)
time complexity sequential algorithm. This approach is fine for small to medium sized
graphs (graphs with less than 1000 nodes) , however, performance will certainly be a
concern when iterating over many points in time with large graphs.

It is time for

parallelism.

An Obiect-Parallel Diikstra. As noted in Chapter 4, organizing an object hierarchy

is the first

m메 or

step in problem decomposition for parallel algorithms. Since that has

already been accomplished, the structure of the class hierarchy must be examined to
determine if further decomposition is required , and if so, exactly what form best suits the

2 In actu허ity， this issue is much more complex, especially when dealing with time eras
as opposed to static points in time. Point. timeO could (and probably would) return a
function which would need to be handled according to a set of rules.
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problem. On one hand, the OPSl‘AMS model has exercised domain decomposition with
the Node and Edge classes, on the other hand, keeping the DijkstraO and adjacency
FindNeighborsO member functions wit비n the An허ysis abstract class allows for control

decomposition to be used on highly iterative algorithms.
Although as with the object oriented paradigm, there are many ways to define and

organize class structures, there are even more ways to decompose. For simplicity, we will
take advantage ofthe domain decomposition inherent in the Geometry-derived classes and
perform control decomposition on the An alysis-derived classes. Recall that the Dijkstra
algorithm is an 0(n2) time complexity algorithm. This is due to the fundamental nature of
the algorithm: a doubly nested for-loop. For each node, we loop number-of-edges

t따les.

This is a prime candidate for control decomposition.
Domain decomposition is first applied by assigning each Edge object to a
processing node. 3 Because each Edge 0비ect contains two Node objects, and each node
o헤eα

contains its

0빼 a이 acency

list, we only need to pass the edge

0비e따s

to the

processing nodes, the data goes automatically, or is constructed within the nodes behind
the scenes
inf농rred

(a-qot따r

advantage to object-oriented data abstraction!).

The node list is

by the edge list.

In figure 34, processing nodes a-d represent a four edge graph.

The

interconnections between processing nodes are for MIMD interprocessor communication;
they do not directly represent edge adjacency. However, because all processing nodes are
interconnected and represent an edge, for each edge endpoint, one polling operation
(FindNeighborsO) to the other nodes return the adjacent nodes and edges. The single

polling operation has just eliminated the inner edge finding loop of the original algorithm.
As a result, this control decomposition has just reduced an 0(n2) time complexity problem

3

A processing node is an actual microprocessor in the parallel computer.
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to an O(2e)+C time complexity problem, where 2e represents a polling operation for each
edge endpoint node and C is the interprocessor communication overhead.

INPUT

힌웰댄좌"" A MIMD

topology.

This approach differs greatly from the MIMD Dijkstra implementation of Ding
et.al. [D in92] due to the object-oriented nature of the OPSTAMS approach.

The

approach of [D in92] is more node oriented and requires fewer processing nodes , but more
processing steps. This is due to the fact that the architecture they were designing to (a
PC-based transputer array) had only a very few processing nodes (4). Their results are
very supportive ofthe OPSTAMS approach in that significant improvements in execution
times were realized , even in a node-constrained processing environment.
parallel

D젠kstra

algorithms are a step in the right directio n, parallel

D젠 kstra

Although

algorithms
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may not always be the appropriate tool for the problem at hand.
하tifici외

In some cases, an

neural network may pro찌de a better way of solving the problem.

The Tsai and Ma Ah!Orithm
Early attempts at
Hopfield nets for

s이꺼ng

u잉ng

the

neural networks for optimization centered around

trav리ing

us때

salesman problem [Hop85]. When modified to be

applied to all pairs of shortest path problems, these algorithms were plagued by
convergence to local solutions, and for several years, it seemed like the application of
Hopfield nets would never

yi리d

globally optimum solutions. In order to achieve global

optima, the basic topology of Hopfield nets were adapted to mechanical analog machines
[Mar87(91)]. Actual electronic ciπuits were constructed to solve the problem. Whi le the

circuits did yield globally optimum solutions, the obvious drawback to this approach is
that each network to be solved must be physic떠Iy hard-wired.
One the beneficial results of the analog approach was to display optimization as a
function of an energy field or potential

해rface.

Tsai and Ma [Tsa92] approached the

problem from the standpoint of finding shortest paths on a network with a dynamic
topology, that is, a set of edges that are temporally stochastic.
approach ofMarcus [Mar87(91)] , they adapted the

potenti혀

Based on the analog

surface approach to a neural

network topology similar to a Hopfield net. Their approach was to take advantage of the
inherent par떼elism of neural networks to implement the analog machine used by Marcus.
The results reported by Tsai and Ma show a computational time complexity trend
that actually decreases as the network size increases. 4 Additionally, the algorithm is more
efficient for any network size than sequential Dijkstra.

Al though Tsai and Ma

4 The reader is directed to the actual Tsai and Ma paper [Tsa92] for charts ofthis
remarkable empirical resul t.
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implemented the algorithm on an analog circuit, they clearly demonstrated the

adaptab피ty

to a Hopfield-like neural network implemented on a massively parallel computer.
The primary advantage to Tsai and Ma is in its application to topologicallydynamic networks. Applications to vehicle routing and traffic assignment would be an
improvement over current methods.

Tsai and Ma give the following steps for

implementation:
υ

Formulate an energy껴mctionEI찌 =E(x j ,...,xyJ so that the minimization of
E for x solves the shortest path problem;

2) Assuming ~ is available for input, cons뼈ct a highψ parallel feedback
circuit that computes all N gradient components ofE찌
1 ;
3) In parallel, feed the computed gradient components into N inverting
analog integrators whose ouφuts are then used as feedbacks into the
feedback cir，αlitof찌，
키)

Initialize the circuit with problem-spec젠c parameters
integrators' ouφut ~ to stabilize;

5) Retrieve solution to the
stabilized x.

singleτpair

a빼

wait for the

shortest path problem using the

Sequential pseudocode for solving the single pair shortest path problem is as
follows , substituting node activation functions for analog integrators:
‘ψec따

origin and destination nodes
Generate a,ijacency matrix
‘ψ'ecify energy incrementer and co_nvergence limit
Initialize node activationψnction' ouφuts to 0
Initialize distanceφ'rigin node, destination node) to i센'nity
for Time = 1 to EndOfI'ime
for i = 1 to Nodes

‘

5 Due to the mathematical complexity of the derivation of the activation functions , the
reader is directed to the original text [Tsa92].
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initialize node energy to 0
end
forj = 1 toMαtes
increment node energy activation껴nction
end
for i = 1 to Nodes
αtd taut edges to taut edge list
end
assign previous energy level to new ener.양 level
reinitialize current energy level to 0
for i = 1 to Nodes
recalculate aggregate energy level
end
if energy -;:: convergence limit
path found - quit
else
continue (increment Tim잉
end
retrieve shortest path from taut edge list
In general, the above algorithm is tantamount to "pulling" the origin and

destination nodes in opposite directions. The network can be modeled as a set of strings,
each with length proportional to the distances of edges in the adjacency matri x, connected
at their respective endpoint nodes.

Initially all of the strings (edges) are slack.

The

network distorts until a straight line exists between the origin and destination nodes. Each
edge on the shortest path is considered "taut" and the energy level is stabilized for
the nodes along the shortest path from the origin node to the destination node.

외1

of

The

shortest path is recovered by tracing taut edges from the origin node to the destination
node.

The Obiect-Parallel Tsai and Ma. In order to demonstrate the flexibility of the
OPSTAMS model, the model will be applied to the Tsai and Ma algorithm. The algorithm
can be implemented on a Hopfield-based neural network by using node activation
functions in place of the analog integrators suggested by the authors.
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The first step is to perform the first level of decomposition: the class structure.

structure, the OPSTAMS Tsai and Ma will make use

cl잃s

Like the OPSTAMS Dijkstra

of the Node and Edge classes from the abstract Geometry class, the FindNeighborsO
member function 잔om the abstract An alysis class, and the List and Matrix classes from the
abstract Data Management class. The abstract Display class member functions could be
used for display and output.
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Tsai and Ma class containment.

The fundamental difference between the class structures supporting the two
algorithms is at the Network class level. For Tsai and Ma (as well as other neural network
algorithms) specialized member functions are needed for node activation and synapseweighting functions. In order to support these member functions a TsaiMa class is derived
from the Network class. In particular, the data members energy, converge_limit and the
member functions activateO , updateO , and calc_energyO will be created, with

converge_limit being added to Network, the rest to Network::TsaiMa.
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The next level of decomposition needed is the control decomposition required for
splitting up the work among the processor nodes. If the same approach is taken with
respect to encapsulation of nodes and edges as was used in OPSTAMS Dijkstra, Edge
objects can be assigned to processor nodes on a 1: 1 basis.
encaps비ation

However, additional

will be needed to capture the necessary activation functions so they are

available to each processing node.
A1thou맹

the

ori휠n때

algorithm uses an adjacency matrix, the adjacency list used

for Dijkstra will work· just as well for TsaiMa since this will be an edge-based
implementation. If the adjacency matrix structure is preferred, a member function to
construct the matrix could simply be added to the TsaiMa class (or to the Network class
from which the TsaiMa class would inherit the functionality).
As stated above, the object-parallel TsaiMa algorithm distributes edge objects

across the processing node network.

Activation functions are applied to the edges

(p rocessing nodes) and to the neural network synapses connecting the processing nodes.

The activation function applied to the edges incrementally increases the energy of the
edge.

Basically this can be compared to incrementing the edge length until the

incremented length

equ떠s

the actual edge length. When this happens , the edge is taut , its

energy has stabilized. The synapse activation function is to poll the connected edges (the
other network processing nodes) for other stable-state edges. The network "resonates" in
this manner until the path is found or the time limit imposed on the run has been reached.
Because of the
processor

하ray，

encaps비ated

data and member functions distributed across the

e피dent

in the sequential TsaiMa has been reduced to one

the looping

instruction sent to all of the processing nodes to begin activation.

In terms of

computational time complexity, the OPSTAM"S Ts aiMa single pair shortest path algorithm
is 0(1) for a 1: 1 edge object to processing node topology. With respect to dynamic graph
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topology, to change the network, edge objects are either added or deleted

당om

the

processor node 없ray and the algorithm is restarted.
There are other neural network approaches to the shortest path problem utilizing
backpropagation as well

잃

solutions from computational geometry. Each offer certain

advantages depending on the nature of the problem. The highly adaptable OPSTAMS
model can pull the appropriate objects and member functions together to provide a

hi힘I

level of abstraction solution to any given problem domain. The strength of the modellies

in the simplicity and 10밍cal organization ofthe class structure.

SlTh뻐t1ARY，

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This final section will examine the OPSTAMS model with respect to the current

generation of GIS and to compare and contrast the two approaches to spatial information
system design.

The most

st더king

difference between the OPSTAMS model and

traditional approaches is the use of object-oriented data management as opposed to
relational data management.

There has been

뻐

ongoing debate between database

designers for the last several years as to the relative advantages of the object paradigm
over the relational paradigm [Atw9 0].

A few words on this debate with respect to the

OPSTAMS model are in order.
The current generation of GIS has three separate primitive modules: the graphic
primitive module, the analytic primitive module and the attribute

manip비ation

primitive

module. These modules each require interfaces to the others so that data can be extracted,
manipulated and displayed.

The encapsulation feature

off농red

by the object model

eliminates the need for the inter-module interfaces because all three primitive types can be
contained by a single object.
The fundamental

diff농rence

between RDBMS and OODBMS is that RDBMS can

be thought of as record-based while OODBMS are considered to be concept-based.
RDBMS have data models while OODBMS have conceptual models.

The relational

model relies on tables joined conceptually by foreign keys. Attributes of entities are fields

in the tables. Complex relationships are difficult (if not impossible) to model because they
require many join operations.

In a large relational data model, a user must have a

structure chart on hand just to know where to look for the attributes of interest in order to
be밍n

to perform the many two-at-a 얘ime join operations between tables.
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Because OODBMS are conceptually organized , complex relationships are the
fundamental structures of objects. A class browser is all that is needed to

identi한

data

members of different classes, and the simple definition of a new class is all that is required
to perform a

"10멍cal

join" that may require many iterations of two-at-a-time join

operations in the relational model. For example, the relational join operation is the culprit
behind the awkwardness of the overlay operation in the current generation of GIS. If a
user needs to combine different themes into one map, only two maps may be overlaid at a
time, forming a third map which in tum may be overlaid with the next map , and so on until
the final map product has been constructed.
The reason for the "two-at-a-time" constraint in the current generation of
relational-based GIS is that both the

spati떠

data and attribute data models are held in

relational databases. There is no escaping the two-at-a-time logical join for either spatial
data or att더bute data. For example, suppose a user has three different themes (or layers)
of information that needs to be combined into a single theme. Let us suppose the themes
are parcels, roads and waterbodies: all

spati때

data. The user would first combine parcels

and roads into a temporary table of spatial dat a, "parcelJoads". Next parcelJoads is
combined with waterbodies to form the final map. The parcel-roads map can then be
deleted because it only served as a temporary map to be combined with waterbodies to
produce the final map. The spatial data is held internally in current GIS by relational
tables. It is not possible to combine parcels, roads and waterbodies in a single step.
The same holds true for attribute data. In order to perform an attribute-based join
such as might be desired for the parcel map, the user might have parcel owner information
in one table and parcel tax and zoning information in another table. If the user wished to
create a single table containing only the parcel’s owner name, parcel size and assessed
V허ue，

a relational join would be performed on the owner table and the tax and

zo띠ng

table using owner name from the owner table and size and assessed value 잠om the tax and
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zoning table forming a new table "parcel_own". Again, only two tables at a time can be
joined to produce a third.
Any data reduction or aggregation operation in the current generation of

relationally-based GIS must iterate over "two-into-one" until the final product has been
constructed. Under the object paradigm, a new class can be created in one operation that
includes as many other map objects as the user needs into one class in order to compose
the desired map product.
Another m매or difference between the relational and 0비 ect paradigms is the issue

ofthe separation of code and data in the relational model versus the ability to encapsulate
code and data in the object model. The current generation of relational-based GIS require
the user to make queries of the database and store the results in a

tempor따y

table. In

order to use the data for analysis, the user must chain together commands via some macro
language.

The macro is executed by the GIS interpreting the commands and then

exercising the instructions on the temporarily stored data. In the object model , the dat a,
query mechanism and analysis code are encapsulated into a single object. The code and
data have been compiled together as an object, so execution is more rapid because the
macro language/interpreted command steps are eliminated.

Advanta Q:es ofthe OPSTAMS Model
The fundamental advantage ofthe OPSTAMS model over the current generation
of GIS is the ease of problem abstraction to the user offered by the object-oriented
approach. The user can create classes that closely resemble the real world situation being
modeled. Because the member functions are compiled into the objects, execution is faster
than with interpreted commands operating on data held in temporary tables.
Late and dynamic binding offers advantages in that polymorphism may be utilized,
further aiding problem abstraction.

Late binding allows the program to make the
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determination of which fonn of a command to use. For example DrawPoint, DrawLine
and DrawPolygon functions are not needed. Only a single polymorphic Draw command is
necessary. A user is faced with fewer commands to memorize because a single command
may have many different executions, depending on which object is concerned.
Because oflate binding, when the command is issued, the program "knows" which
Draw function to use. This is due to the compiler performing strict type checking at
compile time. The compiler parses the code for occurrences of the Draw function

피

the

code and keeps track of which classes use the function. At run time, the program "looks
up" the appropriate Draw function , depending on the context in which it is used, i. e. which
class is calling Draw, and "binds" it to the current portion of code being executed.
Dyn없nic Ii바이ng

different modules. As a

allows the application program to be spread out across many
res비t，

memory continuously. As

only the kernel of the

diff농rent

an외ysis

system needs to reside in

classes are needed , they are dynamically loaded into

memory for use. Dynamic linking is like late binding, only for bigger chunks of code. The
OPSTAMS model supports dynamic

lin넙ng

due to its four basic abstract classes. Each of

these can be compiled into separate modules to be dynamically linked into the application
at runtime. Dynamic linking results in better perfonnance because less core memory is
required to run an application. This is in contrast to the current generation of GIS which
requires separately-executed modules for the kernel of basic commands, an editing
module, a plotting module and so forth.
The OPSTAMS model 0많rs better perfonnance in tenns of rapid execution times
than the current generation can offer for two reasons. The first and most fundamental
diff농rence

is that the OPSTAMS model is designed to be implemented on massively

parallel architectures.

The OPSTAMS model does not explicitly require a parallel

implementation, but because of the inherent decomposition for parallelism in the object
hierarchy, parallel implementation is relatively

pai띠ess.

Current procedural GIS will need
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major rewrites in order to be ported to parallel architectures. Secondly, because the need
for relational joins have been eliminated, the OPSTAMS model allows complex spatial
analysis to be performed in significantly fewer steps. This also

외ds

in problem abstraction

and is a major improvement in usability with respect to the end user.
Because the model is to be implemented on a parallel architecture, the inclusion of
neural classes offer the analyst new tools for handling previously unwieldy or intractable
problems. Applications involving image processing can be analyzed using neural network
pattern recognition techniques to quickly analyze large raster based data. Previously, this
type of analysis has eluded conventional GIS and has been
specialized programs.

de려t

with off-line by

As analysts become more comfortable with neural analytic

techniques, more ingenious applications will emerge and the discipline of spatial analysis

will advance.
Disadvanta e:es ofthe OPSTAMS Model
One potential drawback to the OPSTAMS model is that it requires the user to
think in a new way. Although the objective of the model is to ease problem abstraction
for the user, if the user is a dyed-in-the-wool relationally-oriented analyst, there will be
some teething p외ns in le~ng to abstract a problem in terms of objects rather than tables
of attributes. For users new to spatial analysis such as undergraduate students, adaptation
to the object paradigm will probably be intuitive and

pai띠ess.

The model should be

appealing to the sophisticated analyst who is solving more complicated problems. Novice
users probably do not need the power and speed of the OPSTAMS model and might do
better with the current generation ofGIS.
Another problem with the OPSTAMS model is that it requires the development

programmer to do much more "up front" work in terms of class design for parallelism than
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would a conventional procedural application. The ease of problem abstraction and quick
execution times to the user is at the cost of greater development time.
The extra cost of'development time is not the only additional cost associated with

the OPSTAMS model over conventional systems.

Because of

i바Ieritance

and

encapsulation, there are greater storage requirements in terms of disk space than is needed
by the current generation of GIS. In developing code in C++ for testing certain aspects of
the OPSTAMS model during the development ofthis dissertation, a significant amount of
duplication was detected throughout the class hierarchy. In C++, when a class is i따Ie더ted
or used by another, everything in that class shows up in the class it is inherited to or used
in. There is no way to limit the inherited data members or member functions.
example, in the

neur외

shortest path

examplκ

For

the adjacency lists in the Node class are

duplicated for every instance of Node used in the Edge class. This may not be true of
other object oriented languages, but it is a known problem with C++.

Because the

language is still evolving,.future versions may address this problem.
Finally, the worst problem with the OPSTAMS model is the exorbitantly expensive
platforms required to implement the model. On the low end, a PC could be expanded with
Quadputers’TM6 for approximately $10,000. Additionally, an extremely large hard disk
would be required (on the order of several gigabytes) for an additional cost of $1000 $3000, depending on how large the capacity. The next step up would be to use a Sun
SPARC

Station'재

with a parallel coprocessor. There are

these add-ons with prices

st따ting

cuπently sever허

vendors for

at about $50,000. Add in 때 appropriately configured

SPARC and the cost ofa development platform is around $75,000. At the top ofthe scale
is a dedicated supercomputer running into the hundreds of thousands of dollars for a
system. Until massively parallel computers can be readily purchased for under $10,000, it
6

Microway, Inc.
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is unlikely that implementations of OPSTAMS or similar models will be commercially
successful.

Other ImDlementation Issues

The major current constraining factor to a full implementation of the OPSTAMS
model to a usable system is the lack of standardization in object-parallel language
compilers.

Compilers are hardware specific and as of now, no preeminent hardware

system has emerged to be supported by an

object-parall 려

compiler. As a result, it is

unlikely that we will see an OPSTAMS-like system in general use until the
hardware/compiler situation stabilizes.
Recently, Kale and Kri shnan from the computer science department of the
University of llIinois, Urbana-Ch없npagne， have announced a portable C++ based parallel
I없19uage

called CHARM++[KaI93]. The language supports multiple inheritance, dynamic

(l ate) binding and other salient

f농atures

of C++

eχtended

to parallel objects. CHARM++

offers developers the option to chose between whether objects are sequential or parallel,
depending on the nature ofthe intended use or algorithm (not all algorithms are conducive
to parallelization - some are best left sequential).
successfully developed traveling salesman problem

Additionally, the authors have

s이찌ng

programs in

CHARM- 낙

that

have run on a variety of parallel architectures from various vendors.
Wh at is most signific뻐t and encouraging about CHARM++ is that develope댄 of
sp때외

information systems who are currently developing in the C language can use much

of their existing code (with minor modifications) and quickly move into this advanced
development environment. The significance of this to members of the GIS and

spati 허

analysis disciplines is that we might soon be using tools that offer us a higher level of
abstraction to ease problem formulation and will benefit from rapid

eχecution

times

offered by parallelism, which will allow the analysis of larger and more complex data sets.
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Fin외ly，

due to the

pre、riously

stated complications and

diflic비ties，

it is likely that

iterative prototyping will be required to "cook" the model down to its final , implementable
form. Because of the large storage requirements of the model , some experimentation will
be needed to mitigate the impact of duplicated data. Additionally, some adjustments will
undoubtedly be necessary with respect to the classes and their member functions on the
parallel architecture. Although portability is highly desirable, the model may need major
reworks in order to run on different parallel platforms.

An iterative prototyping and

testing cycle will allow the model to properly evolve and realize its potential.

Evaluation
Chapter I suggested that the success of an implementation of these concepts can be
measured with respect to the current generation by 1) the ability of the system to model
temporal dat a, 2) the ability ofthe system to analyze and manipulate large data sets with a
mi피mum

of oper없ion외 steps (eliminate multiple relational join operations), and 3) the

ability ofthe system to operate on a parallel computing platform.
Although the design has yet to be implemented in full , a methodology for

evaluation against these measurement criteria must be put forth. Such an evaluation might
take the form of a head-to-head competition between a relational/sequential-based GIS
and a system deveolped on the OPSTAMS model. Trial problems rooted in combinatorial
optimization,

spati때

overlay and raster/vector integration could be constructed and

presented to competent users of each system, along with the necessary data in raw form
such as flat files , USGS DLG and SPOT image data. The users would then implement
each problem on the respe따ive systems and compare their experiences.
The expectation for the first criterion, ease of problem abstraction, would be that
for the sophisticated analyst, problem abstraction would be much easier on an OPSTAMS
based system that it would be for a relational/sequential system. This will be especially
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true for problems containing a strong temporal component. One potential drawback is
that most users abstract problems in terms of the tools they are familiar with. Most
analysts are used to relational-based tools. It will

t하ce

before the analyst is used to the OPSTAMS approach to
rno비e야-oriented

an open mind
be휠n

anψor

some time

to conceptualize problems

terms. Once this hurdle has been cleared, the expect없ion wo띠d be that

the OPSTAMS-based system would be the system of choice to

떠I

but the most ardent

relational model purist.
The second criterion, increased analytic

potenti허，

would most likely show at least

a two-fold or better increase in the number of analytic methods available for
spatial

an때ytic

sol에ng

problems. Most of the increase will be due to the OPSTAMS model’s

ability to encapsulate time (in any scale) to a spatial object autonomously, through the
ability to

ut피ze

visualization.

artificial neural networks, and the availability of

par허lelism

for

The expectation would be that problems which are currently intractible

would become candidates for solution because of parallelism.
The expectation for the third evaluation criterion, execution speed, is most high.
Depending on the algorithm, solution times several orders of magintude faster than are
currently possible can be expected. On the average, minimum speed-ups ofto two to five
times can be expected utilizing the currently available parallel hardware. It is very unlikely
that any algorithm would run more slowly when implemented in

par외leI

than would the

same algorithm implemented on a single processor.
Overall, the expectation would be that the OPSTAMS-based system would
provide a much better platform

한om

which the analyst can operate than is currently

available. The model would provide better problem abstraction capability, much greater
analytic capability and tremendously greater performance.
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APPENDIX

Schematic ofthe OPSTAMS model
(from Rational ROSE case tool)
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디ass

name:
Point

Documentation:
Point derives vector’s virtual member functions.
Visibility:

Exported
n

Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Vector
Public Interface:
Operations:
timeO
Private Interface:
Fields:
id
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z
State machine:
Concurrency:
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Class name:
Line
Documentation:
Line "uses" two points. Is derived from vector so it
can inherit vector's virtual member fun야ions.

m
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E
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Vi sibility:

n
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Vector
Uses for Implementation:
Point
Private Interface:
Fields:
id
begPoint
endP oint
State machine:
Concurrency:
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Sequential
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Class name:
Arc
Vis뻐ility:

Cardinality:

Exported
n

Hierarchy:

Superclasses: Line
Public Interface:
Fields:
id
Private Interface:
Fields:
centerPoint
radius
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Tr，뻐sitory
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Class name:
Chain
Visibility:
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Hierarchy:
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State machine:
Concurrency:
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Class name:
Polygon
Vis뻐ility:

Cardinality:

Exported
n

Hierarchy:

Superclasses: Vector
Uses for Implementation:
Chain
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class n없ne:
Sphere
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Arc
Public Interface:
id
Fields:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:
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Class n없ne:
Vector
Documentation:
The abstract base class for all vector-based objects.
NOTE: Abstract classes do not have data members, only
virtual member functions.
Vi sibility:

Cardinality:

Exported

o

돼erarchy:

Superclasses: none
Public Interface:
Operations:
adjacent_toO
part_o:tD
showO
timeO
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Classname:
Raster
Documentation:
Abstract base class for all raster objects.
NOTE: Abstract classes do not have data members, only
virtual member functions.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:

Exported

o

돼erarchy:

Superclasses: none
Public Interface:
Operations:
showO
State machine:
Concuπ'ency:

Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Cell
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:

Exported
n

Hi표e
하rarc
바hy:

Superclasses: none
Private Interface:
Fields:
id
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State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
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itory
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Class name:
Voxel

Vi sibility:
C따dinality:

Exported
n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Raster
Uses for Implementation:
Cell
Public Interface:
Fields:
id
Private Interface:
Fields:
boundaries
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Hyperplane
Documentation:
Derives Vector’s virtual member functions.
Vi sibility:
Exported
Cardinality:
n
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Vector
Uses for Implementation:
Point

Private Interface:
Fields:
id
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
H외£Plane

Documentation:
One side of a hyperplane.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:

Exported
n

f표erarchy:

Superclasses: Hyperplane
Protected Interface:
Fields:
orthoPoint
A point orthogonal to but not on the
hyperlane. The orthoPoint is in space
on the designated side of the
hyperplane.

Private Interface:
Fields:
id
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Vector
Visibility:

Exported
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Class name:
DataStrueture
Documentation:
Abstract class for fundamental data structures such as
lists, arrays, etc.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:

Exported
n

돼erarchy:

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

none
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Vector
Documentation:
Vector data struettire.
Vi sibility:
C하dinality:

Exported
n

돼erarchy:

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Array

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Matrix
Documentation:
Matrix data structure.
Vi sibility:
C따dinality:

f표erarchy:
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Class name:
List
Documentation:
List class for linked lists.
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Class name:
Array
Documentation:
Array data structure.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n
DataStructure
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
File
Documentation:
File input/output class.Methods handle rea d/write
operations and formats.
Vi sibility:
C~πdinality:

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n

DataStructure
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Tree
Documentation:
Tree structure class.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concuπency:

Persistence:

Exported

n
List
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
BinaryTree
Documentation:
Binary tree class.

m

，야

Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

E

쩨

Vi sibility:

n

Tree
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
QuadTree
Documentation:
Quadtree data structure class.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n
Tree
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
ObjectMgmt
Documentation:
The object management class handles the storage,
retrieval and queries of object data.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
SupercIasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n

none
No
Sequential
Transitory
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椰
때

뺏싫않‘

”u

Documentation:
Abstract an허ysis class
Exported
Visibility:
n
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: none
Public Interface:
Fields:
GetD ataO
Receives data from input object.
PutDataO
Sends modified data to output object

Operations:
GetDataO
PutDataO
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
맘rar
T
뻐
ns짜
itory
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Classname:
A에acency

Documentation:
operations based on adjacency.
Vi sibility:
Exported
Cardinality:
n
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Pro꾀mity
Public Interface:
Operations:
IsAdjacentO

State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory

141

]

織
빼

”u

Documentation:
Operations dealing with proximity.
Visibility:
Cardinality:

Exported
n

페erarchy:

SupercIasses:

Spatial

Public Interface:

Operations:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

NearestNeighborO
No
Sequent
디ia:떠I
한ra
T
뻐
ns빠
itory
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Class name:
Containment
Documentation:
Operations which deal with spatial containment.

m

，해

Cardin허ity:

E

뼈‘

Vi sibility:

n

f표erarchy:

Superclasses: Spatial
Public Interface:
PointInP olygonO
Operations:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Aspatial
Documentation:
Abstract an허ysis class for data which is aspatial by
nature.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n

Spatial
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Transformation
Documentation:
Abstract class for tra.lsformations on asptail data.
Visibility:

Exported

C하dinality:

n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Aspatial
Public Interface:
Operations:
Coord장brm()
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Neural
Documentation:
Abstract class for neural network models.

C하dinality:

Exported
n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Adjacency Aspatial
No
Se'luential
Transitory

Vi sibility:

146

Class name:
User
Documentation:
User defined classes - inherited as needed from other
classes.
Vi sibility:
C하dinality:

Exported
n

Hierarchy:

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

none
No
Sequential
Persistent
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Class name:
Backprop
Documentation:
Backpropagation qf eπor neural network class

C하dinality:

Exported
n

Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Neural
No
Sequential
Transitory

Visibility:

148

Class name:
Hopfield
Documentation:
Hopfield neural network class
Visibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n
Neural
No
Sequential
Transitory

149

ttt

단략럭
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Classname:
Vi sual
Documentation:
Abstract class for display member functions.

m

•.

야

C~πdinality:

E

때‘

Visibility:

n

f표erarchy:

Superclasses: none
Public Interface:
Operations:
DisplayO
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory

151

디ass

name:
Ray’I ‘race

Documentation:
Contains ray-tracing member functions.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n
Visual

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Animation
Documentation:
Handles animation routines.
Vi sibility:
Cardinality:

Exported
n

페erarchy:

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Visual
No
Sequential
Transitory

153

Classname:
Perspective
Documentation:
Handles perspective calculations for display.

m

려

Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

E

때‘

Vi sibility:

n

Visual
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
ForeB ackGround
Documentation:
Foreground/b ackground display routines such as hidden
파Ie removal , etc.
Visibility:
Ca
없따
rdina
외lity:

Exported
n

Hi표l앙
eIra
없
rc
바hy:

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Visual·
No
Sequential
Transitory
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158

Class name:
Geometry
Vi sib피ty:

E빼orted

n

mn
N
Eu &

im

니삐π“

,.

&q

빼

Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
SupercIasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

159

Class name:
DataM맑It.

Visibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n

none
No
Sequential
Transitory

160

Class name:
Line
Visib피ty:

Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Exported
n
Geometry

No
Sequential
간ra
T
뻐
ns짜
itory
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Class name:
Edge
Vi sibility:
E째orted
Cardinality:
n
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: L피e
Uses for Interface:
Node
Network

State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Tr없lsitory
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Class name:
Point
Vi sibility:

Cardinality:

Exported
n

Hierarchy:

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Geometry
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Array

m

.잉

Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

E

뼈‘

Vi sibility:

n

DataMgmt.
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
List
Exported
Visibility:
n
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Data Mgmt.
Uses for Interface:
Network
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

m
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Class name:
Matrix

n

w-

No
Seguential
Transitory

166

願
빼

”u ne

·m

eS

려

n

m e
No
대

mU

뼈

&i

야 .뼈

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

m

까

f표erarchy:

E

때·

Visibility:
Cardinality:

mt
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Class name:
Network
Visibility:
Exported
Cardinality:
n
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: An alysis
Public Interface:
Operations:
FindNeighborsO
Dijkstra
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory

168

Class name:
Neural
E gi m

，야

Vi sibility:

n
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Network
State machine: No
Sequential
Concurrency:
깜
T
ra
뻐
ns짜
itory
Persistence:

169

Class n하ne:
T saiMa
Visibili양:

Cardinality:

Exported
n

f표erarchy:

Superclasses: Hopfield
Public Interface:
Fields:
energy
converge_limit
Operations:
activateO
updateO
calc_energyO
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory

170

Class name:
Hopfield
.

m

.잉

C하dinality:

R
뼈‘

Visibility:

n

돼erarchy:

Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

Neural
No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class n없ne:
Node
Visib피ty:
Exported
Cardinality:
n
Hierarchy:
Superclasses: Point
Uses for Interface:
Network

State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class n없ne:
Display
Visibility:

Exported
Cardinality:
n
Hierarchy:
Superdasses: none
Uses for Interface:
Network
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory

173

Class name:
User
Exported
n

mR

때

Eμ

M)
&

띠‘
삐

Vi sibility:
Cardinality:
Hierarchy:
Superclasses:
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

m
‘
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Class name:
BusStop
뼈

n

U

“”
-u」

State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

E m

π
따

‘m

민
y
없
빼마빠

따

S

삐‘”·
빼때없
.
ν
삐 ”빼뻐 m‘
ψ

π
”
@
mm

·m

’g

a

‘

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
BusRider
Visibility:
Cardinality:

Exported

n

페erarchy:

Superclasses: User
Uses for Implementation:
BusStop
Route
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory
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Class name:
Route
Visibility:

Exported

C하dinality:

n

페erarchy:

Superciasses: User
Uses for Implementation:
BusStop
BusRi der
State machine:
Concurrency:
Persistence:

No
Sequential
Transitory

